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Bibliographical description

Facieu, Charles de  
→De Facieu, Charles

Facon, Thierry.  
From vision to action : a synthesis of experiences in least-developed countries in Southeast Asia  
→Ti, Le Huu

Fact book : Burma  
→Communication fact book : Burma

The Factories act  
→Labour Legislation Committee : First report

Factories in Burma / issued by the Director of Information, Government of the Union of Burma. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty. (for M. of Infor.), 1949. 8 p., 4 tables. – (Burma, facts and figures series ; 2)  
D: B-SBB(625771 Haus 2 NILS) HD-SAI(reg 60 I 2 K p)  
GB: BL(DSS(m04/28743) OUL SG: ISEAS(Ref. DS527.3 F14)

Facts about Burma  
→Facts about Myanmar

Facts about Myanmar agriculture. – [Yangon:] Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation, 2000. 30 p., 30 p., illus  
SG: ISEAS(HD2065.7 F14)

ISBN: 0824209702  
Contains: Burmese -Pwo Karen -Shan  
D: KN-UB(spr 52/g17) OS-UB(BEN 2503-307 8) S-WLB(p 53a/596)

Fadoyebo, Isaac <b. 1925>  
GB: BL(YC.2003.b.2459) S-ad5(ICS DT514 FAD) SOAS(E Coll 3 D 29)  
US: LC(Microfiche 85/77940 (H) <MicRR>)

Fagen, Richard Rees  
D: HD-SAI(325 pol 82/1975)  
SG: ISEAS(DS530.65 F15)

Fahey, Clinton Wainwright  
Burma. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1927. 68 p., illus., maps.  
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1986 a 1928)

Fahey, Stephanie  
Agrifood sector in Myanmar : market review and analysis of trends  
→Bhaskaran, Suku
Fa-Hsien (ca. 337-ca.422)
US: CU(Kroch Film 10954 no.7)

ditto. Microfilm. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 46, no. 7)
US: IU(Main Stacks Microfilm Rm Film959.1B929 reel 46)

Fair, A. A.
→Gardner, Erle Stanley

Fairbreak, Siegfried M.

Fairbairn, Geoffrey
D: HD-SAI(300 pol 69/1557)*

Fairchild, David
The chaulmoogra tree and some related species
→Rock, Joseph Francis Charles

Fairey, Francis T.
Rapport de la mission en Birmanie
→Tisinger, Richard M.

Fairs, A. A.
→Gardner, Erle Stanley

Spanish ed. with title: Acontecimientos relacionados con la cuestión de la observancia por el Gobierno de Myanmar del Convenio sobre el trabajo forzoso, 1930 (núm. 29)

[283rd Session ; March 2002]
CH: ILO(GB.283/5)

Autres faits nouveaux. Addendum. – ibd., mars 2003. 1 p. – Sixième question à l’ordre du jour- 286e session ; GB.286/6/1 (Add)*

ditto. – ibd., mars 2003. 11 p. – Cinquième question à l’ordre du jour - 285e session ; GB.285/6
CH: ILO(GB.285/5)

ditto. – ibd., mars 2002. 3 p – Cinquième question à l’ordre du jour - 283e session ; GB.283/5
CH: ILO(GB.283/5)

CH: ILO(GB.283/5)
Autres faits nouveaux. Addendum 2. – ibd., mars 2003. 3 p. – Sixième question à l’ordre du jour- 286e session ; GB.286/6/1 (Add.2)
CH: ILO(GB.286/6/1 (Add.2))

[288th Session ; Nov. 2003]
ditto. – ibd., nov. 2003. 9 p. – Cinquième question à l’ordre du jour. 288e session ; GB.288/8/1
http://www.ilo.org/public/french/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb2 88/index.htm#GB
CH: ILO(GB.288/8/1)

[289th Session ; March 2004]
ditto. – ibd., mars 2004. 7 p. – Huitième question à l’ordre du jour - 289e session ; GB.289/8
CH: ILO(GB.289/8)

ditto. – conclusions. – ibd., mars 2004. 8 p. Huitième question à l’ordre du jour - 289e session ; GB.289/8 Conclusions
CH: ILO(GB.289/8 conclusions)

CH: ILO(GB.289/8/2)

ditto. : derniers développements. – ibd., mars 2004. 5 p. – Huitième question à l’ordre du jour - 289e session ; GB.289/8/2
CH: ILO(GB.289/8/2)

[291th Session ; nov. 2002]
CH: ILO(GB.291/5)

ditto. – ibd., nov. 2004. 2 p. – Cinquième question a l’ordre du jour - 291e session ; GB.291/5 Conclusions*
CH: ILO(GB.291/5 Conclusions)

ditto : rapport du chargé de liaison par intérim. – ibd., nov. 2004. 9 p. – Cinquième question a l’ordre du jour - 291e session ; GB.291/5/1
CH: ILO(GB.291/5/1)

ditto. : rapport du Directeur général. – ibd., nov. 2004. 9 p. – Cinquième question a l’ordre du jour - 291e session ; GB.291/5/2*
CH: ILO(GB.291/5/2)

Falam Chin Christian Literature Society

English-Chin dictionary
→ Van Kyi

Falam High School
Falam High School diamond jubilee magazine … – Ran’ kun’. Illus. – Burmese and English.
Subject(s): Falam high school (Burma)
Burma : High schools - Periodicals
GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.238)
US: CU: 1983 (Control No.:ALN8107)

Falco, Mathew
→ Burma : time for change : report of an Independent Task Force

Falconer < Miss >
→ Jinghpaw Bible student’s handbook

Falconer, Hugh <1808-1865>
Report on the teak forest of the Tenasserim Provinces / by H. Falconer … With other papers on the teak forests of India. – Calcutta : Military Orphan Pr., 1852. 286, XXIX p., maps, tables. – (Selections from the records of the Bengal Government ; 9)
IDC Fiche 864-7,A22
GB:BL(9056 f 11 ; I.S.Be.309(9)*)
BL-APAC(NEP/23/92)
SOAS(India papers/472513)

Report on the teak plantations of Bengal / by H. Falconer [and]
Notes on the productive capacities of the Shan countries / by S. F. Hannay … – Calcutta : Calcutta Gazette Office, 1857. 100 p., map. – (Selections from the records of the Bengal Government ; 25)
Subject(s): Shan States
GB:BL(I.S.Be.309(25))*
BL-APAC(NEP/23/96)
Falconer, John <b. 1951>

→ **Birmanie** : de Rangoon à Mandalay : photographies c. 1873 publiées par Bourne & Shepherd

Burma : frontier photographs, 1918-1935

→ **Green, James Henry**

→ **Burmese design & [and] architecture**

→ **Myanmar style**

**Falk, Herman Eugene**


Subject(s):

ISBN 0-521-39019-2 (hard cover) ; 0-521-39920-3 (p bk)

Herbert 418

D: B-SBB(1 A 144 796 Haus 2)

US: CU(Kroch DS528.2.K35 F35x 1991)

NL: KITLV(M ss 206 N)

GB: BL(YC.1991.b.2375) BL-DSS(91/06991)

F:  BNF   BDIC(O 176.586)   BIULO(GEN.III.36926)

Green, James Henry

US: HU(Widener Ind 2008.80.6)

UC(SRLF)

**Falla**


Subject(s):

Added title and text in Burmese

D: HD-SAI(100 jur 68/61)*

SG: NUS(DS530.5 Fal)

Famine manual

→ **The relief of distress occasioned by famine, floods and other causes**


Subject(s):

US: YU(Mudd Nc96 I36 906m)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.167)*

The Famine manual

→ **Famous stories retold** / transl. by Cecelia L. Johnson. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. 3 vols. – Added title and text in Sgau-Karen

Famous letters and speeches [/ by various authors, transl. into Burmese by Daw Hkin Myö Gyit.] – Rangoon : Transl. Society, 1954. 250 p., illus. – [(Enlightenment series ; 42)] – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:SOAS(GPC 860/109.225; 215.513)*

US: CU(Kroch PN6135.B8 K45)

Fan, Ch’o <fl. 860-873>


AU:ANU(Hope St Bliss Ige bk OIUY.F199m.E)

GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.30,1-3)


Contents: SPDC-controlled white' areas and peace' villages - Restrictions and punishments - Crop quotas, forced labour fees and looting - Forced labour as porters and at army camps - Forced labour on roads - Reduction, health and landmines - Shootings and killings - Landmines - Survival in hiding - Future of the area – Field reports.

US: CU(Kroch) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) : DS530.8.T6 F35 1999x


D: HD-SAI(100 jur 68/61)*

SG: NUS(DS530.5 Fal)

GB:BL(14300 ggg 13)*

**dito.** – ibd, (for G. T.), 1907. IV, 113 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14300 ggg 13)*


GB:BL(I.S.Bu.167)*

Famine manual

→ **The relief of distress occasioned by famine, floods and other causes**


D: HD-SAI(100 jur 68/61)*

SG: NUS(DS530.5 Fal)

GB:BL(14300 ggg 13)*

**dito.** – ibd, (for G. T.), 1907. IV, 113 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14300 ggg 13)*

US: CU(Kroch PN6135.B8 K45)

GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.30,1-3)

Fan, Ch’o <fl. 860-873>


AU:ANU(Hope St Bliss Ige bk OIUY.F199m.E)

GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.30,1-3)
Bibliographical description

US: CU(Kroch DS793. Y9 F19+) HU IaU UoC InU LC(DS793.Y8F3) NRU UoC

Fan, Joyce

→ 36 [Thirty-six] ideas from Asia : arte contemporanea del sud-est asiatico

Fan, Kok-Sim

Women in Southeast Asia : a bibliography / Fan Kok Sim.

→ Boston, Chicago : Hall, 1982. XL, 415 p., author index. – (A reference publication in Asian studies)

ISBN 0-8161-8407-0


D: HD-SAI(inf 40 S 870)*

GB: SAS((59):01)* SOAS(Ref.G 016.3054/458.003)

US: CU(Kroch Z7961 F19) LC(Z791.F35)

Fanchette, Jean

Survivant de la rivière Kwai

→ Kooy, Klaas

Fanshawe, Herbert Charles <1852-1923>

→ A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon.

→ 5th-8th ed.

FAO

→ Food and Agriculture Organization

The Far East: mystery and magnificence. – Picture Taylor Publishing Co., 1968. 8 study prints.. – (Your world study prints; 4)

1. Japan, Land of the Rising Sun;
2. Hong Kong, home of the boat people;
3. Viet-Nam's story-dancers;
4. Cambodia's story-dancers;
5. A Buddhist bronze in Thailand;
6. Burma, the golden land;
7. Ceylon, fragrant Isle of spices;
8. India's Hindu Holy Men.

US: ISU(TMC-Non-books TMCSTUDYPRINT 915 F219T)


→ Herbert 822


F: BN

GB: BL SOAS


The Far East and Southeast Asia : a cumulated list of periodical articles 1954/55-. – London : School of Oriental and African Studies, Univ. of London

D: GÖ-SUB: 3.1956/57 ZA 17694 KS


p. 125-147: Burma / by U Ba

MY: NL

US: CU(Annex DS35.F21)

ditto. : 2nd ed. – ibd., 1941. 188 p.

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 509)*

GB: BL(X 809/50578)

US: MeB MiD NIU(SEA DS504.5 .F3721941)

Far Eastern associations list

→ Cornell University < Ithaca, N.Y. > / Libraries Southeast Asia accessions list

Far Eastern Association < New York >

Cultural instructions and educational policy in Southeast Asia

→ Thompson, Virginia McLean


Bibliography of Asian studies


US: LC

Far Eastern economic review : a weekly review of trade, industry, finance, transport and public affairs in South and East Asia. 1, 1946-. – Hong Kong: Far Eastern Economic Review. – ISSN 0014-7591 – Herbert 813

D: B-SBB: 8,1950- (incompl. Zsn 4840 Haus 2) KI-ZBW: 1,1946- (Y 3987)

HD-SAI: 39,1963- (wiw Zs 3014)

GB: BL-DSS(3865.921000) SOAS

US: LC(HC411.F18 ; Microfilm 03801)


ISSN 0071-3821

Asia yearbook

Note: A review of ... economic developments and ... prospects in Bhutan, Brunei, Burma, ... covering politics, finance, trade, industry, agriculture and transport

D: B-SBB(Zsn 20068) HD-SAI(wiw P III 39)

KI-ZBW(Y 17068)

F: BN

GB: SOAS

I: BCMP(AS /01/01/...)

NL: KITLV

US: CU LC UC


F 5
Farnsworth, Robert M.
Edgar Snow's Journey South of the clouds
→ Snow, Edgar
[Journey South of the clouds]

Farquharson, Robert H.
ISBN 1412015367
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Canadian
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 B/44)
Ref.: OCLC 56684060 .

Farronato, Antonio <1898-1931>
Subject(s): Burma : Mission ; Missionaries - Diaries
I: BCMP(MISS/03/0188 op)

Farrance, E. H.
Twelve wonderful women : the romance of their life and work / E. H. Farrance. – London : Pickering & Inglis, 1936. 96 p., illus.
Contains: Mrs. Judson of Burma
Subject(s): Burma, Upper : Plant introduction ; Botany
GB: BL(X.809/62256) CUL(540:34.c.95.146) OUL(IND)
IRL:TCD(HL-68-165 ; PB-69-947)
GB: BL-APAC(T 46000) OUL(EMD KA77 FAR:Gur Army) SOAS(JT355 /910.4278 ; JT355.31/495336 ; E Coll 3 J/3)
ISBN 0140075690

Farrington, A. J.
Subject(s): Burma : Archives ; Project Activities ; Project Management ; Records Management ; Classification system
UNDP : Programme management
US: UNDHL(UNDP/SF(063.5)/BUR-78-005)

Farrington, Anthony
Tibet, Burma and Indo-China 1862-1940
→ British policy in Asia

Farwell, Byron
The Gurkhas are coming. – London : Allen Lane, 1983.
ISBN 0713914661
GB: BL-DSS 84/08100

ISBN 0713914661
Subject(s): Gurkha soldiers - history
Great Britain : Army - Brigade of Gurkas
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: BL(X.809/62256) CUL(540:34.c.95.146) OUL(IND)
IRL:TCD(HL-68-165 ; PB-69-947)
GB: BL-APAC(T 46000) OUL(EMD KA77 FAR:Gur Army) SOAS(JT355 /910.4278 ; JT355.31/495336 ; E Coll 3 J/3)
ISBN 0140075690

FAS
→ American University  < Washington, D.C. > / Foreign Area Studies

Faschingeder, Gerald
Subject(s): Burma : Mission - History
Karen : Mission - History
Khasi : Mission - History
A: ÖNB(ZNEU MAG 1636404-C)
Subject(s): Burma : Fashion - Periodicals ; Periodicals - Fashion
US: LC(NOT IN LC)
Ref.: OCLC 39484700

Subject(s): Burma : Fashion - Periodicals ; Periodicals - Fashion
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche (0) 92/63405)
US: LC(Microfiche (0) 92/63405)

Fatal silence? : freedom of expression and the right to health in Burma
→ Smith, Martin

The Fateful choice: Japan’ advance into Southeast Asia, 1939-1941; selected translations from Taiheiyo sensō e no michi, kaisen gaikōshi / ed. by James William Morley. – New York : Columbia Univ. Pr., 1980. IX, 366 p., index, bibliogr. p. [343]-351. – (Japan’s road to the Pacific War)
ISBN 0231048041
Contents:
Nagaoka,S.: Economic demands on the Dutch East Indies.
Hata, I.: The Army's move into Northern Indochina.
Nagaoka, S.: The drive into Southern Indochina and Thailand.
Tsunoda, J.: The Navy's role in the Southern strategy.
AU:ANU(Menzies DS845.F37)
US: CU(Kroch & Uris : DS845 F25)

Faudemay, Catherine
→ Birmanie - Union de Myanmar

The Fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma / ed. by W. T. Blanford (1906-08 by C. T. Bingham ; 1908 to-
1888-1936 Publ. under the authority of the Secretary of State for India in Council
1937-1949 Publ. under the patronage of the Secretary of State for India.
Title changed in
1943 to: The fauna of British India, Ceylon and Burma / ed. by W. T. Blanford (1906-08 by C. T. Bingham ; 1908 to-

D: B-SBB(Lv 12910 Haus 2 NiLS incompl.)
OS-UB HD-SAI(216 nat 89/4445 incompl.)
F: BNF: 14 vols 1888-1901 (8' S.7125) MNHN
Montpellier-BU Sciences.
GB: BL((B)FQ 555)* CUL(M0.15.4)
S: H(Zool.) U(Zool. Faunor)
US: HU ICJ MB

Araneida
→ Fauvel, Pierre

Araneae
→ Tikader, B. K.

Birds
→ Oates, Eugene W.
2nd ed.
→ Baker, Edward Charles Stuart

Butterflies
→ Bingham, Charles Thomas
2nd ed.
→ Talbot, George

Cestoda
→ Southwell, Thomas

Coleoptera : General introduction and Cicindelidae and Paussidae
→ Fowler, William Weekes
Coleoptera : Carabinae
→ Andrewes, H. E.
Coleoptera : Cerambycidae
→ Gahan, C. J.
Coleoptera : Chrysomelidae
1 → Jacoby, Martin
2-4 → Maulik, Samarendra
Coleoptera : Clavicornia
→ Arrow, Gilbert J.
Coleoptera : Lamellicornia
→ Aroow, Gilbert J.
Coleoptera : Rhynchophora Curculionidae
→ Marshall, Guy Anstruther Knox
Coleoptera : Staphylinidae
→ Cameron, Malcolm

Dernaptera (earwigs)
→ Burr, Malcolm

Diptera

Fishes
→ Day, Francis

Freshwater sponges, hydroids and polyzoa
→ Annandale, Nelson

Hirudineae
→ Harding, W. A.

Homoptera
→ Ghosh, A. K.
Bibliographical description

Hymenoptera
1-2 → Bingham, Charles Thomas
3 → Morley, Claude

Mammalia
→ Blanford, William Thomas
2nd ed.:
1-2 → Pocock, Reginald Innes
3 → Ellerman, John Reeves

Mollusca
[1] Freshwater gastropoda and pelecypoda
Preston, Hugh Berthon
2 Land Operculates
→ Gude, Gerard Kalshoven
3 Testacellidae and Zonitidae
→ Blanford, William Thomas
→ Gude, Gerard Kalshoven

Moths
→ Hampson, George Francis

Nematoda
→ Baylis, Harry Arnold

Odonata
→ Fraser, Frederick Charles

Oligochaeta
→ Stephenson, John

Orthoptera
→ Chopard, Lucien

Orthoptera (Acrididae)
→ Kirby, William Forsell

Pisces
→ Misra, Kamla Sankar

Platyhelminthes
→ Mehra, H. R.

Protozoa
→ Bhatia, B. Lal

Reptilia
→ Sharma, Ramesh Chandra

Reptilia and amphibia
→ Smith, Malcolm Arthur

Reptilia and batracia
→ Boulegar, George A.

Rhynchotha
→ Distant, William Lucas

The Fauna of British India, and the adjacent countries
→ The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma

The Fauna of British India, Ceylon and Burma : including the whole of the Indo-Chinese sub-region
→ The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma

The Fauna of India : including Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma and Malaya
→ The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma

The Fauna of India and the adjacent countries
→ The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma

GB: BL((P)FQ 555-E(5))
US: NYPL(QGW)

Faure, J.
Manna dell'anima / by J. Faure, M. ap. – Toungoo: Catholic Church Pr., 1952. – 1 v. – Added title and text in Burmese
Note: Frontespizio e testo totalmente in lingua birmana. Traduzione del titolo annotata manualmente su una pagina preliminare
Subject(s): Burmese language : Texts
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0080)

Fausbøll, Viggo
Catalogue of the Mandalay mss. in the India Office Library
→ India Office Library < London >

Fausbøll, Michael Viggo

Faust, J.
Curculionidae. – Genova, 1894. – (Viaggio di L. Fea in Birmania e regioni vicine ; 9) (Annali del Museo Civico di Storia Naturale di Genova)
GB: BL(Ac 2809)

Fauvel, Pierre Louis André <b. 1866>
Annelida Polychaeta / by Pierre Fauvel. – Allahabad: Indian Pr., 1953. XII, 507 p., figs., index, bibliogr. p. 479 - 498. – (The fauna of India : including Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma and Malaya)
Subject(s): Burma : Polychaeta ; Annelida
D: HD-SAI(200 nat 64/4155, Mari.3)*
F: MNHN
GB:BL-APAC(V 20141)
BL((B)FQ 555/501858008)*
US: CLSU   UC
SIUC(6th fl-Science stacks 595.17 F271A)

Fauville, Henri

F 9
Burma Bibliographical Project

ISBN 2-85881-086-9
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Foreign relations ; Foreign influence ; Colonial influence ; Colonisation
F: BNF BILUO(GEN.III.65290) DBIC(O 209797)
US: CU(Kroch z) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & YU(SML X) : DS528.5.F38 1996
Ref.: OCLC: 38129536

Favourite stories from Burma / by Marguerite Siek ; illus. by Paw Oo Thett. – Hong Kong : Kuala Lumpur: Heinemann Asia, 1975. 59 p., illus. – (Favourite stories series) Herbert 653
Subject(s): Burma : Tales ; Folklore ; Readers - 1950-
AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet GR309.S54)
US: LC & NNC(Butler) : DS485.B81F38 1975
Ref.: Jeanette 653

ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1977
AU BL-APAC(T 40023)

US: CRL LC(MLCS 82/S149)
NiU(SEA GR309 .S541978)
WU(CTR 79-941746)

ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1980. 59 p. – (Favourite stories series)
D: HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 A 88/1223 Kp)*

ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1977
AU BL-APAC(T 40023)

US: CRL LC(MLCS 82/S149)
NiU(SEA GR309 .S541978)
WU(CTR 79-941746)

ditto. – ibd., 1995. IX, 573 p., illus., maps, index, incl. bibliogr. ref.
GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /808511 ; E Coll 3 O /9)

Fayrer, Joseph <1824-1907>
Subject(s): India ; Description and travel
US: CU(Annex R489 F28 A2)

FCG
→Fisheries Consultative Group

FDAC
→United Nations / Fund for Drug Abuse Control

Fea, Leonardo <1852-1903>
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel - 19th century
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/60 H.2)
HD-SAI(322 ldk 65/290)*
F: BNF(O2 I.252)
GB:BL(010055 gg 3) SOAS(GB 909/338.868)*
I: BCMP(AS /07/01/0056 ; ANT/800/0145 )
Biblioteca dell’Accademia delle scienze - Torino - TO
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B81F38) ICJ MB OCI
UC YU(Eelb 885)

Riassunto generale dei risultati zoologici. – Genova: Tip. Istituto Sordomuti, 1897. 278 p., illus., fold. map. – (Viaggio in Birmania e regioni vicine / Leonardo Fea ; 76) – Estratto
Viaggio di Leonardo Fea in Birmania e regioni vicine

Fear, William Henry
GB: BL(W.P.440/12)
US: LC(PZ4.F292To)
ditto. [A reissue. ]– ibd., [1959]. – ([World War Two Series. no. 24. ]
GB: BL(W.P.440/44)

Fear and hope : displaced Burmese women in Burma and Thailand. – New York : Women's Commission, 2000. 22 p., illus. – Kathleen Newland wrote this report, with contributions from Ellen Jorgensen, Mary Anne Schwalbe, Louise Conrad et al...
Subject(s): Burmese : Women refugees
Burmese : Politics and government
Burma : Women refugees
Burma : Return migration
Thailand : Women refugees
Ethnic relations
Internally displaced persons.
Ref.: OCLC 54786295

"Fear is a habit, I'm not afraid." – [New York : Free Suu Kyi, Free Burma, 1992.] 107 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref.
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi
Burmese : Politics and government
Burma : Politics and government
Armed forces
Political activity
History
Ref.: OCLC 54786295

Featherston, Drew Morrell
In search of modernity : the military in new nations / by Drew Morrell Featherston. – 1967. VII, 70 l., bibliogr. l. [67]-70. – Long Beach, California State College, MA thesis
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government
Armed forces
Political activity
History
Ref.: OCLC 50077305

Feaver, George
The Webb's in Asia : the 1911-12 travel diary
Ref.: OCLC 50077305

Federal Council of the Shan Chiefs
Burma < Shan States > / Federal Council of the Shan Chiefs
Ref.: OCLC 50077305

Federal India and Burma.
London.
India.
< India. – London, 1928-1931
Subject(s): Burma : Social life and customs – Periodicals
History - 20th century - Periodicals
Ref.: OCLC 50077305

Ref.: OCLC 50077305

Fédération internationale des droits de l'homme
Birmanie la Birmanie, TOTAL et les droits de l'homme : dissection d'un chantier : rapport de situation, octobre 1996
Laroche, Béatrice

Federation of British Industries / Intelligence Department
The mineral resources of Burma
Ref.: OCLC 50077305

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry
Indians in Burma
Ref.: OCLC 50077305

Federici, Cesare
Viaggi di C. Federici e G. Balbi alle Indie orientali / a cura di Olga Pinto. – Roma: Istituto Poligrafio dello Stato, 1962. XLIV, 437 p., illus., map, index, bibliogr. p. 369 to 381. – (Il nuovo Ramusio ; 4)
D: HD-SAI(200 his 68/562 GF)
Ref.: OCLC 50077305
**Burma Bibliographical Project**

**Feegrade, E. S.**
Subject(s): Burma : Disease - Malaria
Maymyo : Malaria

**Fell, R. T.**
ISBN 0195888758
Herbert 108
Burma p. 63-70
Subject(s): Burma : Cartography - History ; Early maps ; Maps
US: CU(Kroch GA1297.A785 F31)

**Feer, H. L.**
Le Soutra de l'enfant en Tibétain et en Pāli ... précédé de l'alphabet birman. – Paris : Maisonneuve Libraires, 1869. 12 p. – (Textes tirés du Kandjour par H. L. Feer ; Livraison 9)
F: BNF(in: 8° X 736)*

**Feist, Silvia**
→ Die aktuelle Lage in Birma

**Feldberg, Roslyn Lee Herman**<b. 1945>
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government
AU:ANU(Shifley D767.6.F36)
NL: KITLV(M ss 232 N)

**Fellows-Gordon, Ian**<b. 1921>
Amiable assassins : the story of the Kachin guerrillas of North Burma / by Ian Fellows-Gordon. Illustrated. 1st publ. – London : Hale, 1957. 159 p., illus. – Herbert 374
Subject(s): Kachin
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Underground movements ; Guerrillas
AU:ANU(Shifley D767.6.F36)
NL:K(490.542 GOR)
D: B-SBB(485 020 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 728 ; 322 mil 68/3276)*
GB:BL(9102 bbb 42) BL-APAC(T 16744)
CUL(539:1.c.708.1) FOL(LD 963.42/26.493)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.145)
SOAS(GB 949/210.080)*
SG:NUS(D767.6 Fel)
RUBC(RSEA Engl. 940.53591 FEL-[War])
US:CU(Kroch D767.6.F32) LC & NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6 .F36 MnU NYPL
UC(NRLF D767.6) UC-APAC(T 16744)
A0007093248 UCLA(YRL D767.6 F336b)
YU(LSF-Request for D767.6 F43)
Ref.: OCLC09273182

US:CU(Kroch GA1297.A785 F31 1991)

**Fellhauer, Ruth**
550 books on Buddhism : translations, studies, and general readings
→ Cook, Elizabeth

**Felling scheme for the Tavoy Western Range Reserves**

**Fellman, Michael.**
Around the world with General Grant
→ Young, John Russell

**Fellman, Michael.**
Amiable assassins : the story of the Kachin guerrillas of North Burma / by Ian Fellows-Gordon. Illustrated. 1st publ. – London : Hale, 1957. 159 p., illus. – Herbert 374
Subject(s): Kachin
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Underground movements ; Guerrillas
AU:ANU(Shifley D767.6.F36)
NL:K(490.542 GOR)
D: B-SBB(485 020 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 728 ; 322 mil 68/3276)*
GB:BL(9102 bbb 42) BL-APAC(T 16744)
CUL(539:1.c.708.1) FOL(LD 963.42/26.493)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.145)
SOAS(GB 949/210.080)*
SG:NUS(D767.6 Fel)
RUBC(RSEA Engl. 940.53591 FEL-[War])
US:CU(Kroch D767.6.F32) LC & NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6 .F36 MnU NYPL
UC(NRLF D767.6) UC-APAC(T 16744)
A0007093248 UCLA(YRL D767.6 F336b)
YU(LSF-Request for D767.6 F43)
Ref.: OCLC09273182

US:CU(Kroch GA1297.A785 F31 1991)

**Feldberg, Roslyn Lee Herman**
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government
AU:ANU(Shifley D767.6.F36)
NL: KITLV(M ss 232 N)

**Fellows-Gordon, Ian**
Amiable assassins : the story of the Kachin guerrillas of North Burma / by Ian Fellows-Gordon. Illustrated. 1st publ. – London : Hale, 1957. 159 p., illus. – Herbert 374
Subject(s): Kachin
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Underground movements ; Guerrillas
AU:ANU(Shifley D767.6.F36)
NL:K(490.542 GOR)
D: B-SBB(485 020 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 728 ; 322 mil 68/3276)*
GB:BL(9102 bbb 42) BL-APAC(T 16744)
CUL(539:1.c.708.1) FOL(LD 963.42/26.493)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.145)
SOAS(GB 949/210.080)*
SG:NUS(D767.6 Fel)
RUBC(RSEA Engl. 940.53591 FEL-[War])
US:CU(Kroch D767.6.F32) LC & NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6 .F36 MnU NYPL
UC(NRLF D767.6) UC-APAC(T 16744)
A0007093248 UCLA(YRL D767.6 F336b)
YU(LSF-Request for D767.6 F43)
Ref.: OCLC09273182

US:CU(Kroch GA1297.A785 F31 1991)
Subject(s): Burma: Forestry development; Sustainability; International cooperation; Forest management
I: FAO(MFN 365841-845. Job no: V94930)

Felthousen, Betty Ann
Ref.: OCLC 49802096
US: Catholic Univ, DC (DCU)

Feminist Theology Workshop <2002, Mo’ pfl, Burma>
→ Birthing a Burmese feminist theology

Feng, Jun
Tiden er til fest. – Mellemgaard, 1999, 362 s.
Note: Selvbiografisk roman. Forfatteren er munk og deltog i studenteopproret i Kina i 1980’erne. Han var på stadig flugt og kom først til Burma, flygtede videre og er nu i Danmark. Trods vores frihed er det svært...
Subject(s): Burma: studenteopprør; kultursammenstød
Ref.: Bibliotek.dk

Fenichel, Allen H. <b. 1936>
Herbert 596
Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions; Colonial influence;
Economic development; Effects of colonial administration by Great Britain, to 1940
AU:ANU(Chifley pam. & reserve2 HC422 .F4)
D: B-SBB(Ser. 33823-7 Haus 2)
GB: BL(X 519/19343 ; X 519/27917)
LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; DX(5)/B5, Special)
NYPL(SIBL JLK 76-157 no. 7)
UCD(Shields HN980 .M25 no.7)

Fenichl, A. <b. 1936>
The golden rule of General Wong / by Charles Fenn. – New York, 1972. X, 220 p., 20 illus., maps, index. – Engl. ed. has title: The battle for Naw Song’s kingdom
ISBN 0-684-12750-4
Subject(s): Kachin
Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
AU: BL(NNN 3424)
D: B-SBB(582267 Haus 2)
GB: BL(X 809/15666)
US: Catholic Univ, DC (DCU)

Fenton, Charles
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Fiction; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 V /37)
US: CU(Kroch PR6011 E59 G6)

Felthousen, Betty Ann
Ref.: OCLC 49802096
US: Catholic Univ, DC (DCU)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma ; Buddhism and state ; Monasticism and religious orders, Buddhist ; Buddhist HD-SAInts
US: CU(Kroch +BQ420.F35 1989)

Subject(s): Burma ; Monasticism and religious orders, Buddhist ; Buddhism ; Hinayana Buddhism ; Religion Sangha
D: PA-UB(55/R 51962 F352)
HD-SA(320 kul 83/1709)
US: SOAS(GB293.657/411.377 ; GB294.365/697.427)*
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 553)
US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss.Archives Thesis 1975 F352)

Fergusson, Bernard Edward < Baron Ballantrae, 1911-1980 >
Herbert 375

Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944>
Burma ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English History -Japanese occupation <1942-1945> Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Army - South-East Asia Command - Special Force
AU:NLA(LUCE 264)

Ref.: Aud N 264
F: BNF(16° G.287)
GB:BL(09059 aa 41) BL-APAC(T 2614)
BD-DSS(W83/4150) CUL(539:1.d.173.3)
SOAS(GB 949/47.816 ; 439.807)*
OUL(BOD Camera UB 22283 e.44 502737153)
J: TYB(11578)
MY: RUL

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss.Archives Thesis 1975 F352)


Ref.: Aud N 3524

ditto. 2nd impr. – ibd., 1945. 255 p., front., illus., map.
D: B-SBB(68559 Haus 1 ; 368 559 Haus 2 NILS)
US: LC(D767.7F4 1945)

ditto. – ibd., 1951. 256 p., front., illus., map.
GB: CUL(539:1.d.173.9)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 22283 e.104 502737159)

F 14
F: BIULO(GEN.III.1180)
GB: BL(X 909/3312(11))  CUL(539:1.d.173.9)
US: FTaSU  OCI  VIU

ditto. – ibd. 1956. 252 p. – (Fontana books ; 61)
GB: BL(09059 df 42)*
ditto. 3rd impr. – ibd., 1956. 252 p.
ditto. 4th impr. – ibd., 1957. 252 p., index.
GB: BL(09059 df 45)*
AU: ANU(Hope Store Bliss MDQ.K F354)
GB: CUL(539:1.d.173.9)
ditto. 5th impr. – ibd., 1966. 252 p., index, app., maps. – (Fontana books ; 1247)
GB: BL(X 639/1055)*
ISBN 0-00-612465-8
GB: BL(X 709/10764)*
IRL: TCD(fontana 2465 ; PB- 58-485)
ISBN 0-00192120-7
D: A-UB(01/NQ 9410 F354)
PA-UB(55/RR 51977 F354)
ditto. – London : A. Mott, 1983. 256 p., maps, index. – (The War library)
ISBN 0907746292
GB: CUL(Uc.7.9580)  SOAS(GB959.10452 /808418 ; 808417 ; E Coll 3 G /17)
US: UC(SRLF)  UCLA(YRL D767.6 F38b 1962)  UCR

ditto. 2nd impr. – ibd., 1962. 256 p., illus., map, index.
D: B-SBB(104151 Haus 2)  HD-SAI(reg 60 D 731)*

Herbert 375
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; Description and travel
F: BIULO(GEN.III.9580)
GB: BL(010077 w 32)  BL-APAC(T 19239)
D: B-SBB(17 A 5264 Haus 1)
GB: BL(08841 d 23)*  CUL(539:1.d.173.13)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 22823 e.193 502745165)
NL: KITLV(M ss 11 N)
US: CLU  CSt  CU(Kroch D811 F35)  HU(Widener Ind 8119.62)

ISBN 0-00-612465-8

Distinctly I remember : a personal story of Burma / Bernard Fergusson.

Herbert 375
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; Description and travel
F: BIULO(GEN.III.9580)
GB: BL(010077 w 32)  BL-APAC(T 19239)
D: B-SBB(17 A 5264 Haus 1)
GB: BL(08841 d 23)*  CUL(539:1.d.173.13)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 22823 e.193 502745165)
NL: KITLV(M ss 11 N)
US: CLU  CSt  CU(Kroch D811 F35)  HU(Widener Ind 8119.62)

Herbert 275
Subject(s): Fergusson, Bernard <Sir, 1911>
F: BIULO(GEN.III.9580)
GB: BL(X 809/8263)
D: A-UB(01/NQ 9410 F354)
PA-UB(55/RR 51977 F354)

Herbert 375
ISBN 0907746292
GB: CUL(Uc.7.9580)  SOAS(GB959.10452 /808418 ; 808417 ; E Coll 3 G /17)
US: UC(SRLF)  UCLA(YRL D767.6 F38b 1962)  UCR

US: LC(D759.F38w)

F 15
D: B-SBB(16 A 10385 Haus 1)
US: LC(D756.F4)


Fergusson, James <1808-1886>
History of Indian and Eastern architecture / by James Fergusson. – London : Murray, 1876. XVIII, 756 p., 394 illus., index, app. – Forming the 3rd vol. of the new ed. of the History of architecture’
p. 611-630: Burmah
Subject(s): Burma : Architecture
GB:BL(7822 bb 20)*
US:CU(Kroch NA1460 F35 1876)
ditto. – New York : Dodd, Mead, 1891. 2 vols., illus.
US:CU(Kroch Rare & Mss. NA1460 F38 1876)

ditto. – New Delhi : Munshiram Manoharlal, 1967. 2 vols., illus., maps, plans, plates.
US:CU(Kroch NA1460 F35 1967)

Fernández Cuesta, Nemesio
Nuevo viajero universal

Fernando, Laksiri
Subject(s): Burma : Human rights ; Politics and government
MY: Q(Beställd 0311 IN S1g) Dh(Oc.01)
US: CU(Kroch JC599) & HU(Law School ILS) & LC & NNC(Lehman) & UCB & YU(SML) : JC599.B87 F47 2002 NYPL(JFD 04-8609)
Ref.: OCLC 52929538

D: B-SBB: 1.1957-5.1961 (Zsn 11039 Haus 2)
The **Ferns of British India**  
→ *Beddome*, Richard Henry

**Ferrari**, Erma.  
Leaders of new nations  
→ *Kenworthy*, Leonard Stout

**Ferraris**, Carl J.  
A new species of the Asian catfish genus Pseudolaguvia from Myanmar (Teleostei: Ostariophysi: Siluriformes: Erethistidae)  
→ *Britz*, Ralf

**Ferraro**, Guide  
→ *Fiabe birmane*

**Ferrars**, Bertha  
*Burma*  
→ *Ferrars*, Max

**Ferrars**, M. H.  
Typen aus Birma / von M. H. Ferrars und R. Heine-Geldern. – München: Lehmann, 1926. 10 pl., illus. – (Archiv für Rassenbilder : Bildaufsätze zur Rassenkunde ; Aufsatz 4, Archivkarte 31-40)  
NL: KITLV (Mr 1167)

**Ferrars**, Max Henry  
*Burma / by Max and Bertha Ferrars*. – London : Sampson Low, Marston, 1900. XII, 237 p., front., 455 illus., plates, double map, index. -- Herbert 11  
Subject(s): *Burma* : Ethnology  
Description and travel - 19th century ; Social sciences  
AU: ANU (Hope St Bliss large book KQC F377)

**Ferrars**, M. H.  
*Opium in British Burma / by Max Henry Ferrars*. – London, 1880. 10 p. – [([History ; 184]) – Repr. from the Friend of China, December, 1880  
Subject(s): *Burma* : Opium trade  
GB: BL (10057 h 20)*  
BL-DSS (qX22/6430)  
SOAS (L. GB 306/593.657)*

**Ferreira**, Stella L.  
Ref.: Cumulative subject guide to U.S. Govt. bibliogr.

**Ferrier**, A. J.  
Subject(s): *Burma* : Elephants ; Draft animals ; Log transportation  
CH: BE Naturhist. Museum (NAT ZR-XXI 18)  
GB: BL-DSS (W35/6436)  
BL-APAC (ORW.1990.a.1682)  
SOAS (E Coll 3 I/24)

**Fertilizer Survey Mission in Burma**  
→ *Report on basic conditions for fertilizer production in Burma*

**Fessler**, Diane Burke  
No time for fear : voices of American military nurses in World War II / Diane Burke Fessler. – East Lansing : Michigan State University Pr., c1996. XV, 280 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p 263-264,  
ISBN 0870134167
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): United States : World War <1939-1945> - Medical care
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American ; World War <1939-1945> - Medical care, American
US: LC & NNC(Butler) : D807.U6 F47 1996

Note: Frontespizio e testo totalmente in lingua birmana. Traduzione italiana manoscritta del frontespizio a cura di p. Pasquale Anatriello, PIME
Subject(s): Festa del Klu
Kayah State : Feste
I: BCMP(Mon Birmania - Opuscoli, 01, n. 8)

Festschrift für Prof. Manuel Sarkisyanz [/ hrg. von] Barbara Diehl-Eli ; Emanuel Sevruqian ; Tin Htway. – Frankfurt am Main ; Bern ; New York ; Paris ; Lang, 1987. 458 S. – Bibliogr. M. Sarkisyanz S. 21-28. – Text in German or English
ISBN 3-8204-9574-6
Subject(s): Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies DS521.F47 1987)
D: B-SBB(1 A 96717 Haus 2)
SOAS(G930/553962)
US: LC(DS527.7 .F47 2002)  YU(SML UNCAT266291)
Ref.: OCLC 22320372

Fetherling, George <b. 1949>
ISBN 0968716326 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Fetherling, George, 1949- : Travel
Burma : Description and travel.
GB:BL(YA.1991.a.8261)  CUL(833:7.c.95.263)
SOAS(G930/553962)
US: LC(DS521.F47 1987)  UCB  UCLA
Ref.: OCLC 47168822

Ficke, Dorothy Helen
An historical and structural study of the Paññāsā Jātaka. – 1978. 410 p. – Univ. of Pennsylvania, Ph.D. (Oriental study) thesis. – Shulman 559

Field, Charles Dickinson <1836-1912>
ISBN 8186976213 (jacket) ; cancelled ISBN 818697623
v. 1. Sections 1 to 13
v. 2. Sections 14 to 32
v. 3. Sections 33 to 90A
v. 4. Sections 91 to 114A
v. 5. Sections 115 to end. – ISBN 8186976264
Subject(s): Indian Evidence Act, 1872
Burma : Evidence (Law)
GB:SOAS(A345.076/800535)
US: CU(Law (Myron Taylor Hall X) & LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) : KNS3647 C48 2001
HU(Law School IN 394C G01)
Ref.: OCLC 47168822

Field, Graham.
ISBN 0312126964 (cloth)
Contains: 5. Market Stalinism: Burma, China, Laos, North Korea and Vietnam
Note: Economic Growth and Political Change in Asia takes a critical look at economic prospects in Asia and draws attention to the instances of greater inequality resulting from rapid growth. This inequality carries with it the seeds of political conflict across the differing political systems which have evolved in the region.
Subject(s): Asia - Economic conditions - 1945- - Case studies.
Asia - Economic policy - Case studies.
Asia - Politics and government - 1945- - Case studies
US: LC & NNC(Business) : HC412 .F44 1995

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Ref.: OCLC 45394456

Field forcing it
→ Forbes, E. E.

Afield guide to the birds of South-East Asia
→ White, Terry

Afield guide to the birds of South-East Asia
→ King, Ben F. King


Field operations in Upper Burma / [Military Department]. – [Rangoon :] Govt. Print., Burma, 1886. 23 p. Subject(s): Burma : Upper : Military science - Armies GB: BL(I.S.Bu.104/1)* BL-APAC(Tr 663)* OUL(IND IB. Burma Eb. 3)


Fielding, H.
→ Fielding-Hall, Harold

Fielding-Hall, Harold <1859-1917> The Burmese idea of happiness / Fielding Hall. – [S.L., s.n., 19—..] 103 p. Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel SG: ISEASSCR DS527.6 H17)


Subject(s): Burma : Court and courtiers - History ; Social life and customs ; Courts and courtiers - Mandalay ; Fiction - Tales - Mandalay, Fiction Mandalay : Fiction Courts and courtiers - Fiction AU:NLA(YY 823.912 F459bu) F: BIULO(GEN.III.57728)


Ett folks själ / av H. Fielding Hall ; till svenska av Hillewi Paulin-Montelin. – Stockholm: Svenska andelsförlaget, 1918. 343 s. Subject(s): Burma : Religion ; Buddhism ; Socialantropology ; Ethnology , Geography S: H(MAG 8524) L(0100 Kulturtivist As) O(Karolinska skol. boksaml. Kult. hist. Fielding Hall) U(Sv. Utl. top.)

ditto. 2. uppl. – ibd., 1919. 343 s. S: Ha Q(92-6903) Um dp(3473)

The inward light / by H. Fielding Hall. – London : MacMillan, 1908. VII, 252 p. Note: A study of Buddhism as it exists in Burma Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Religion D: B-SBB(Haus 2) HD-SAI(reg 60 M 9)* F: BIULO(GEN.III.319)

GB: BL(4506 ee 19) BL-APAC(V 9528)

OUL(Harris Coll. HMC Carpenter OG10 HAL) SOAS(A294.3 /46.735)

MY: BAI US: LC(BQ4005.F45 1908) MnU NIU(Main Stacks FML BL1451.F5)


NNUT(Burke Union Stacks ON71 F45)

NYPL UC(NRLF, SRLF) UCLA UCR YU(LSF Mbn23 F46 ; Request for Use at Divinity Libr Qi F46)


H(Widener Harv.Depos. R 1030.5.10)


US: YU(LSF-Request Film B6140)


Contents:

Great Britain : Colonies - Burma

D: B-SBB(Up 4915/67 Haus 1)

HD-SAI(320 rel 66/1020)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.132)
J: TYB(XII-25-F-14)
SG: RUBC(959.1 FIE)
US: UC(SRLF) YU(WB 64335)


GB: BL(322 ldk 67/575)*
D: HD-SAI(322 ldk 67/575)*
NL: KITLV(959.1 FIE)
US: LC(DS485.B81F5 1913)


Note: The author provides delightful insights into Burmese thought, based on his long years of residence and travel throughout the country. The book uses his understanding of Burmese Buddhism as the framework for explaining Burmese attitudes towards government, crime and punishment, war, death, manners of behaviour, women, divorce, the monkhood, prayer, festivals, nat spirits, and the avoidance of killing many living creatures. The book's charm also lies in the obvious love the author had for the Burmese people and his straightforward writing style.

Subjects: Burma : Buddhism and Buddhism ; Social life and customs – History ; Religion

D: B-SBB(Up 4915/67 Haus 1)

HD-SAI(320 rel 66/1020)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.132)
J: TYB(XII-25-F-14)
SG: RUBC(959.1 FIE)
US: UC(SRLF) YU(WB 64335)

The soul of a people / by H. Fielding. – London : Bentley, 1898. VIII, 363 p. – A study of the life and belief of the Burmese. – Herbert 13

Contents: Living beliefs. - He who found the light. - The way to the great peace. - War. - Government. - Crime and punishment. - Happiness. - The monkhood. - Prayer. – Festivals. - Women. - Divorce. - Manners. - "Noblesse oblige." - All life is one. - Death, the deliverer. - The potter's wheel. - The forest of time.

Note: The author provides delightful insights into Burmese thought, based on his long years of residence and travel throughout the country. The book uses his understanding of Burmese Buddhism as the framework for explaining Burmese attitudes towards government, crime and punishment, war, death, manners of behaviour, women, divorce, the monkhood, prayer, festivals, nat spirits, and the avoidance of killing many living creatures. The book's charm also lies in the obvious love the author had for the Burmese people and his straightforward writing style.

Subjects: Burma : Buddha and Buddhism ; Social life and customs – History ; Religion

D: B-SBB(Up 4915/67 Haus 1)

HD-SAI(320 rel 66/1020)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.132)
J: TYB(XII-25-F-14)
SG: RUBC(959.1 FIE)
US: UC(SRLF) YU(WB 64335)


D: HD-SAI(322 ldk 67/575)*
NL: KITLV(959.1 FIE)
US: LC(DS485.B81F5 1913)


D: HD-SAI(322 ldk 67/575)*
NL: KITLV(959.1 FIE)
US: LC(DS485.B81F5 1913)


D: HD-SAI(322 ldk 67/575)*
NL: KITLV(959.1 FIE)
US: LC(DS485.B81F5 1913)
Subject(s): Burma : History - Fiction ; Social life and customs

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 308)*

GB: BL-DSS(W24/8558) SAS(Archive. D.10)

US: CU(Alexander Menzies DS527.9.F54 1911)

LC(DS486.B89F5 1972)


D: HD-SAI(320 eth 62/706a)*

GB: BL-DSS(W24/8558) SAS(Archive. D.10)

US: CU(Main Stacks Microfilm Rm Film959.1B929 reel 47)


HRAF(AP1-16)

US: CU(Olin Mircofiche 887) NYPL(BGD) YU


US: CRL FtaSU ICRL MuN NYPL(BGD) OCIW

UCY(YLF DS486.B89F5 1920)


GB: BL-DSS(W13/9282 ; 959.1 5708*)

US: UC(SRLF A 4910527)

ditto. – ibd., 1923. VIII, 314 p. – (The caravan library)

IRL:CD(TAC B-7-381)

US: MoU NIU(SEA DS485.B84 F51928)

ditto. – ibd., 1926. VIII, 314 p. – (Caravan library)

GB: BL-DSS(W34/4551)


D: HD-SAI(320 eth 62/706b)

GB: BL-APAC(T 37517 : T 37823)

US: OAU(Alden SE Asia DS530 .F42 1900 x)

CG(TC Wilson Ames PZ3.F4607 Tx)

PPL(UCL Film 10955 no.4)


US: NjP NYPL OAU(Alden SE Asia DS530 .F42 1900x) QWAS WaU

ditto. – ibd., 1911. VIII, 314 p.

D: HD-SAI(320 eth 62/706a)*

J: TYB(XII-25-A-9)

US: RPB

Ref.: OCLC 36173546

ditto. – ibd., 1913. VIII, 314 p.  

D: HD-SAI(320 eth 62/706a)*

US: RPB

Ref.: OCLC 36173546


F: BIULO(GEN.III.91449

GB: BL-APAC(T 42288)

US: UCB(Main DS486.B89F5 1972)


D: B-SBB(Upr 4915/67:4 Haus 2)

GB: BL-DSS(X10/8701) SOAS(GB 293/4.442)*

US: CN(PB) PSC WaS WaTC


D: HD-SAI(320 eth 62/706)*

GB: BL-APAC(W24/8558) SAS(Archive. D.10)

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ind 8247.18)


D: HD-SAI(320 eth 62/706)*

GB: BL-APAC(W24/8558) SAS(Archive. D.10)

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ind 8247.18)

ditto. – ibd., 1907. VIII, 314 p.

D: HD-SAI(320 eth 62/706)*

GB: BL-APAC(W24/8558) SAS(Archive. D.10)

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ind 8247.18)
GB: BL(O12352 ff 6)
US: LC(HN389.F5) NYPL NIU(Main HN389.F5)
UC(NRLF) UCLA(YRL HN389 F46w) WaS

Subject(s): Burma: Buddhism ; Social life and customs ; Religion
NL: KB(0069 dd ; ACX 721)
ditto. 2e dr. –ibd., 1901. IV, 367 p.
NL: KB KITLV(M 3f 274 N)
ditto. 3. dr. – ibd., 1905. IV, 367 p.
D: B-SBB(Uo 6599/114<3> NfLS)
ditto. 4e dr. – ibd., 1914. IV, 367 p.
NL: KB(ACX 716)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.2192)

Fielding’s Southeast Asia ...
→Dulles, Wink

Fielding’s Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, & Myanmar
→Dulles, Wink

Fierch, Frederick G.
US: NBrockU(Oversize D767.6 .F5 ; Brockport Thesis Coll Thesis 190)

Fife, Eric S.
ISBN 0-310-24351-3 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Baker, Raymond B. <b. 1899>
Burma: Missionaries - Biography.
United States: Missionaries - Burma - Biography
US: LC(BV3427.B78F53) NIU(LCC/S Gen.Stacks 266.092 B932F) YU(LSF-Request for 008916)

 Fifield, Russell Hunt <b. 1914>

Fifth country programme for Burma
→Country programme for Burma

GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 358)

Fiftieth anniversary publications
→Burma Research Society

Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions; History; Politics and government; Social conditions; Social life and customs

GB: OUL (RHO Stack 909 r. 214 (22))
US: CS (HOVER DS485.B89 B96)

YU (LSF-Request Bj362)

Ref.: OCLC 38811339

Bibliographical description


GB: BL-APAC (P/T 3042)*
US: HU (Widener Ind 8005 In pamphlet vol.)

ditto. – [London: W. P., 1946.] 19 p., illus., map. – Indo Burma Association

SG: ISEAS (Microfiche Mfc A2100)
US: LC (DS485.B81F53)

HU (Widener Harv. Depos. Q 190)

Fifty-two sermon outlines and god's truth / comp. by Thra Mg Kyin. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1933. 156 p. – Added title and text in Karen

GB: BL (11103 a 78)*

Fillmore, Clyde


D: B-SBB (632 513 Haus 2)
NL: KITLV (M 3n 659 N II)

The Film spectacle. – Yankonmyo: U Aung Thein. – Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Burma: Motion pictures - Periodicals

US: LC (PN1993 .Y54)

Films of ATPA 1978: explanatory notes / ed. (Notes), Richard Emmert; assistant ed., Takahashi Rie; film direction, Takahashi Mitsu. – Tokyo: Mitsu Prod., c1979. 155 p., illus. – These notes have been published and edited under the auspices of the Japan Foundation and Mitsu Productions.


Subject(s): Burma: Motion pictures - Catalogs; Film catalogs.

Ref.: OCLC 19663259

Final report B-29 base India

→ United States / Armed Forces / China, Burma and India


Subject(s): Burma: AIDS (Disease) - Prevention; AIDS (Disease) - Treatment

US: YU (SML RA644 A25 F56 1999 (LC)+)

Final report on findings of nation-wide student drug use survey / conducted by the National Assessment Team, Myanmar; under the sponsorship of Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control Myanmar, United Nations International Drug Control Programme, Myanmar. – [1998?] 7, ii, 67, A-H p. – Sun-regional Project for Developing Institutional Capacity Demand Reduction among High Risk Groups, UNDCP project AD/RAS/98/C 75

Subject(s): Burma: High school students - Drug use; Drug abuse surveys

SG: ISEAS (HV5824 Y68F49)

Final report on the medical work of the Mission to Lepers in India (including Burma)

→ Cochrane, Robert Greenhill

Final report on the medical work of the Mission to Lepers in India (including Burma)

→ Cochrane, Robert Greenhill


Subject(s): Burma: Seismology - Research - Congresses; Mountains - Research - Congresses.

US: CU (ENGRC QE537.U57+ 1976)
LC (QE537.U52 1976)

Final report on the revision settlement ...

→ Settlement < name of district >

Final report on the revision settlement operations ...

→ Settlement < name of district >

Finance accounts of an institution ...

→ under the institution


Subject(s):
→ AJK
US: DS

Finance Committee

Proceedings of the ... meeting / Finance Committee, Burma Legislative Council. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma
Burma Bibliographical Project

First 6 meetings May - October 1923. – (for R. Secy.), 1923. 51 p.
7th, 8th and 9th meeting November 1923-February 1924. – 
(for F. R. S.), 1924. 18 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.124/4)*

Financial and economic annual of Burma, July 1943 / publ. 
under the authority of the Ministry of Finance for official 
map, tab.
Subject(s): Burma : Finance - Periodicals ; Economic condi-
tions - Periodicals ; Economic Statements
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 13)*
Ref.: OCLC : [/ Thein Maung]
GB: LSE(BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R52), Periodical)

Financial Commissioner’s office manual

→Burma / Financial Commissioner

Financial institutions of Myanmar law … – [Ran` Kun`,]
1990. 37, 37 p. – Added title in Burmese; text in Burmese
and English on opposite pages, numbered in duplicat e.
Subject(s): Burma : Financial institutions - Law and legisla-
tion
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 89/63520)
US: LC(Microfiche 89/63520)

Financial operations of Sino-Soviet bloc agencies in Burma.
Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research ; 7658)
– in: O. S. S., State Department : Intelligence and r esearch
reports ; Pt. VIII, reel I(0808)
D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:72)*
GB: SOAS(GB332.04140959 F4907)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.7658)
Ref.: OCLC 46196447

Financial programs of Japan in Japan and occupied areas.
Rev. ed. – Honolulu, 1944. 2 v. in 1 (263 p.) – (IR and A / 
Department of State, Office of Strategic Services, Research 
and Analysis Branch ;) 2629)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.2629)

Financial resources for development in Myanmar : lessons 
from Asia / ed. by Mya Than, Myat Thein ; [Maw Than ... et al.] – Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, c2000. 
XIV, 280 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref.
ISBN 981-230-070-8 (pbk.)
Contents:
Mobilization of financial resources for development in 
Myanmar / Mya Than and Myat Thein

Overview of demand for capital for Myanmar's development / 
Maw Than and Nyunt Nyunt Swe
Establishment of a capital market in Myanmar / Yin Yin 
Mya
Creating domestic investment via the banking system in 
Myanmar / Myint Myint Tin
Creating domestic investments via the financial system in 
Myanmar / Tin Maung Thet
Thailand's financial evolution and the 1997 crisis / Yos 
Vajragupta and Pakorn Vichyanond
Mobilization of domestic financial resources through fi-
nancial reforms / Anton H. Gunawan
Mobilization of domestic financial resources through the 
stock exchange / Syed Waseem Ahmad
Infrastructure development in the Philippines / Renato E. 
Reside, Jr.
Mobilizing domestic financial resources in Singapore / 
Mukul G. Asher and Usha Sankari
Banking reforms in Vietnam / Quan Xuan Dinh
Preparations for a capital market in the transitional economies / 
Mitsu Mizuno
Subject(s): Burma : Capital market ; Saving and invest-
ment ; Finance
D: B-SBB(1 A 399145 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.68626)
GB: BL(YA.2000.a.23479)
SOAS(GB332.04140959 F4907)
US: LC(HJ66.B72T452)

Financial statement of the Shan States Federation. – Rangoon: 
Govt. Print. and Staty.
US: LC(HH66.B72T452)

Schmahmann, David R.

Fench, James S.

State and local sanctions fail constitutional test

→Schmahmann, David R.

Fench, Roger B.

A report on a survey of technical and professional education 
Note: Letter of transmittal to the chairman of the Burma 
Economic Aid Committee and the chief of the U.S. Spe-
cial Technical and Economic Mission to Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Technical education
University < Rangoon > / Engineering College
Fink, Christina
Burma and the Karens
→Po, San Crombie

Findlay, R. A.
Notes on Janaka jataka vatthu / by R. A. Findlay and Ye-ong Oon Tin. – Rangoon : D’Vauz, 1892. 52, 23 p.
GB:BL(14302 a 7)* SOAS(GPC 293/69.104)

Findlay
Economic development of Burma : a vision and a strategy
→

Finger, Hans Wilhelm
ISBN 9745240451
Subject(s): Dhammayangyi < Pagan >
Burma : Temples, Buddhist - Pagan
Pagan : Antiquities
US: YU(SML LC Class. uncat149558)

ISBN 974-524-045-1
Note: This book is a lively and personal account of a stranger visiting Burma, who travels to its historical centre, the village of Pagan. It describes his encounter with its people and the children of the temple, and through exploring the ancient Dhammayangyi temple, he embarks on a fantastic journey of discovery, deep into Pagan’s and its inhabitants’ history. The narrative reveals the terrors imposed by the temple’s royal creator, and the dark legacy of its construction and continuation, reflected by the myths and legends surrounding it - legends which are still passed on by word of mouth and preserved in the beliefs of local inhabitants, today.
Subject(s): Dhammayangyi < Pagan >
Burma : Temples, Buddhist - Pagan
Pagan : Antiquities
GB:SOAS(FNA/911169)
SG:ISEAS(BQ6335 P12D53)
Ref.: OCLC 57458939

Fink, L. G.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.141/12)*

Findlay, Ronald
Economic development of Burma : a vision and a strategy
→

Fink, L. G.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.141/12)*
ditto. : 2nd ed. – ibd., 1928. 17 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.141/12)*

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.141/13)*

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.141/20)*

Finkelstein, Jay Mervyn <b. 1945>
Subject(s): Orwell, George <1903-1950> : Burmese days
US: TxComS   Texas A&M Univ Libr, Commerce, TX
Ref.: OCLC 25807155

Finlay, Berbard
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
US: NYPL(QAF p.v.35,no2)
Ref.: OCLC 12581460

Finn, Arthur Henry
Subject(s): English poetry - 1789-1919
US: NYPL(Offsite QMX)   YU
Ref.: CUL(9000.d.748)   CUL(9538.c.547)   BL-APAC(T 34888)   OUL(BOD Camera UB 22283 e.1719)   SOAS(E Coll 3 C /11)

Finn, Frank <1868-1932>
The game birds of India and Asia / by Frank Finn ... – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1911. VIII, 180 p., front. plates. – Mainly a repr. of articles contributed to the Indian forester
Subject(s): Burma : Game and game-birds
US: NYPL(QAF p.v.35,no2)

Indian sporting birds / Frank Finn ... ; with over 100 illus. from Hume and Marshall's "Game-birds of India, Burma, and Ceylon." – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1915. XI, [1], 280 p., [103] l. of plates, col. illus.
Subject(s): Burma : Game and game-birds
GB:BL(7286 d 4)   CUL(Libr.4.91.450)   BL-APAC(V 5013)   OUL
US: NjP(Zeiss Wildlifew Coll 8881.491.34)   NYPL(Offsite QMX)   DSI(Smithsonian Inst (SpecCol Dibner QL696.G2F52 1915)   OCLC 12581460

Subject(s): Burma : Water birds ; Game and game-birds
GB: BL(7285 cc 31)   BL-APAC(T 8503)   OUL   NYPL(Offsite QMX)   YU

Finnerty, John
Herbert 382
Subject(s): Finnerty, John
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Irish
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Operations - Burma - Biography
AU:ANU(Menzies microfilm DS527.4.F4 1976)
GB:BL(00000000000000000)   CUL(9000.d.748)   OUL(BOD Camera UB 23168 e.975)   SOAS(GB 949.0925.554.107 ; E Coll 3 C/12)*
IRL:TCD(HB-37-858)
Ref.: OCLC 50508147 ; 50421794

ISBN 0-86111-157-2 -- Herbert 382
Subject(s): Finnerty, John
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Irish
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma - Biography
D: B-SBB(496 106 Haus 2)
GB:BL(X 809/47040)*   CUL(9538.c.547)   BL-APAC(T 34888)   OUL(BOD Camera UB 22283 e.1719)   SOAS(E Coll 3 C/11)
IRL:TCD(HL-39-585)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC& WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6 F56 1979
UCLA(YRL DA69.3F57A3 1979)
Ref.: OCLC11910525

Contiene: Operazione Birmania, Il muro del silenzio, Doppio gioco, Nero Wolfe fa la spia, S.S.S. Sicario Servizio Speciale, Agente Hawks : rapido per Pechino
I: MUZZ(808.83 G/FIN)

Finot, Louis
F: BNF(8° O2 k.1407)
First Battalition, The Manchester Regiment
→Great Britain / Army / Manchester Regiment / 1st Battalion

The First book of English conversation
→The book of English conversation

The First Buddhist mission to Suvannabhumi
→Forchhammer, Emanuel
  Notes on the early history and geography of British Burma

First Burmese mission to the court of St. James’s
→Htii Aung

First catechism : to which is added tales from the Karen the-saurus and other sources / Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. Toungoo, 1884. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.78)

The First convert in the Chin hills. – Boston: American Baptist Missionary Union, 1904. 1 folded sheet ([6] p.)
Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Baptists - Missions
US: KyLoS(BSGEN BKS01 266.61591.Am35f)
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0990)
Ref.: OCLC 44125241

First difficulties in studying Pali, with a catalogue of Dr. and Mrs. Mason’s library at the time of Mr. Mason’s decease, and Dr. Mason’s Essay on English in Pali and Christian moral science in Buddhism, – also Mason on the future punishment of the Buddhists ... / passed through the press by Mrs. Eleanor Mason. The catalogue prepared in accordance with the requirements of Mrs. Mason’s letters of administration. – Rangoon, 1875. III, 24, 7, 23 p.
US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

The First gate into Angami and English ... / by Hisale Pi-eniuo., – Kohima, Naga Hills, 1931. 87 p.
GB: SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese langs. A/65.518)*

First general list of names in the Empire of India. – London : For the Permanent Committee on Geographical Names by the Royal Geographical Society, 1924. 15, [1] p. – Caption title
Subject(s): Burma : Names, Geographical
US: HU(Map Coll (Pusey): MAP-LC DS405.P4 1924)
Ref.: OCLC 14109399

First help in Burmese for European schools
→Anthony < Brother >

First Myanmar Investment Co.
Subject(s): Burma : Investments -Periodicals
Ref.: OCLC 51162422
The First part of the 550 zats: or, the stories of the existences of Gautama prior to his attainment of Buddhahship containing 150 Zats / publ. by J. Aslan. – Rangoon: Ben-galee Job Print. Pr., 1884. 756 p.

GB: SOAS(GPC 293/73.147)*


GB: SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese langs. B / 34.461)*

First reading book for Burmese schools
Reading book for Burmese schools

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1889.
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.17)

First stage census 1953
Census 1953

Firth, Douglas Hammond.
The spirit of the River Kwai / Douglas H. Firth. – Keighley: D. Firth, 1995. 60 S.

ISBN 0-9526425-0-6

Subject(s): Great Britain: Royal Army Service Corps
Burma-Siam Railroad
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners of war -Biography, British

A: ÖNB(ZNEU MAG 1683835-B)

Tapestry story of the Kwai / Douglas Hammond Firth. – [s.l., s.n., 1932.] 128 S.

NL: KITLV(M 1996 A 3723)

Fischer, Doris <b. 1943>
Auf der Straße der Hoffnung von Vietnam nach Birma

→ Asia highway : 1

Fischer, Edward <b. 1914>

ISBN 0-517-58424-7

Subject(s): Fischer, Edward
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American

AU: ANU(Chifley pamphlet HJ2934.B9.576)  NLA(YY 940.5425 F529)
D: B-SBB(1 A 14102 Haus 2)  HH-BW
HD-SAI(180 mil 94/7225)*

GB: BL(YK.1993.b.5976)  BL-DSS(94/02036)
CUL(539:1.c.173.46)
OUL(BOD L Floor M93.E0860 500670415)  SOAS(A 940.5425/630.597 ; E Coll 3 F /15)
IRL:TCD(HL-158-774)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 FIS)  NRL(940.5425 FIS)

Fiscal Committee

Subject(s): Burma : Finance ; Fiscal policy ; Taxation ; Economic policy

D: HD-SAI: 1 (L.S.Bu.232/16)*  2 (L.S.Bu.232/18)

1-2 (L.S.Bu.112/8)*
BL-APAC: 1-2 (V 932* ; IOR/V/26/300/13-14)
SOAS: 1 (Pam.S.E.Asia 5/420.855)

MY: RH
SG: ISEAS: 1 (HJ2935 B9B96 ; Microfiche 93/63557)
HU: 1 (Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 973 B/F38)
LC: 1 (HJ2934.B9A5 1938 ; Microfiche 93/63557 (H))


F 28
Subject(s): St. Columban’s Foreign Mission Society

Catholic Church: Missions - Burma

Kachin: Missions

Burma: Missions

AU: ANU(Chifley BV3270.F57)

D: B-SBB(477 566 Haus 2) HD-SAI(322 rel 85/398)*

F: BIULO(GEN.III.59904)

GB: BL(YA.1986.b.3091) BL-DSS(80/28176)

OUL(IND Main Libr Burma 11 d 20 500793106)

SOAS(E Coll 3 I /25)

I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0026)

S: Ux(1.1 : Ux te : Cl 156 ; 1.2 : Ux te: 396/82)

SG: ISEAS(BV3270 F52) NRL(266.2591 FIS)

US: CU(Annex BV3270 F52) CBGTU & LC & NIU(SEA) & NNUT(Burke) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCB(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & YU(DIV, Day Missions Room) : BV3270 F57 NYPL

Fischer, Joseph L. <b. 1926>

Education and political change in Burma and Indonesia / Joseph Fischer. - [1964.] 9 (6) l.

SG: ISEAS(Doc 4103

Universities in Southeast Asia : an essay on comparison and development / Joseph Fischer. – Columbus, Ohio.: Ohio State Univ. Pr., 1964. XIII, 133 p., index, bibliogr. p. 123-129. – (International education monographs ; 6)

p. 84-93: Burma : University of Rangoon

AU: ANU(Hope Store Bliss JST F529u)

D: KI-ZBW(A 54,913) HD-SAI(300 päd 68/1276)*

NL: KITLV(M 3b 85 N)

US: HU UoC LNHT


S.149-175: Die Union von Burma

D: HD-SAI(300 ldk 83/924)*

NL: KITLV(M 3c 500 N)

US: LC(DS504.5.F5)

Fischer, Alfred Hugh <b. 1867>

Through India and Burmah with pen and brush / by A. Hugh Fisher. – London : David, [1911]. XII, 357 p., index, plates.

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(300 ldk 83/924)*

NL: KITLV(M 3c 500 N)

US: LC(DS504.5.U36)

Fischer, Charles Alfred


p. 430-483: The Union of Burma

Watts 48

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

D: GO-SUB(64 A 3999)*

GB: BL(10099 e 29)

J: TYB(IX-1-G-101)

NL: KITLV(M 3b 76 N)

US: CU(Kroch DS413 .F53)


D: HD-SAI(300 inf 64/226a)*


p. 430-483: Burma

D: HD-SAI(pol 70 C 527)*

GB: BL(X 800/1193)

US: CU(Kroch DS508.2 F53 1966) HU(Widener Ind 8369.64.2) LC(DS508.2.F5 1966)


D: GO-SUB(69 A 7733)

ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1969. XIX, 831 p.,


GB: BL(RR: 2060 f)*

Fisher, David <b. 1946>

Tranquility without pills all about transcendental meditation → Robbins, Jhan

Fisher, E. A.


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.115/3)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/160/14)*

Fisher, Elbert Curtiss <1865-1925>


Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel - Juvenile fiction.

US: FU(Smathers Spec.Coll Baldwin 23h4)

Fisher, Joseph

Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography
AU:ANU(Menz Asian ref. Z3216.F53)
D: HD-SAI(Inf 40 B 307)*
US: CU(Kroch Ref. Z3207 B8F53+)
Ref.: OCLC 46318360

Fisher-Hattis, Engineers, Ltd.
→ Engineering report on the development of a bamboo pulp and paper industry

1. Annotated bibliography. – 553 p.
12 titles on Burma
2. Author and subject index. – 495 p.
D: HD-MPI ZBLW*

Fisheries Consultative Group (FCG)
< Meeting 4th, 2002, Yangon >
Report of the Fourth Meeting of the ASEAN-SEAFDEC Fisheries Consultative Group (FCG), Yangon, Myanmar, 18 March 2002 ; Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center, Bangkok, Thailand / prepared by The Secretariat Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center. – Bangkok: Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center, 2002. 142 p., illus.
ISBN 9749509099
Subject(s): Burma : Aquaculture - Congresses ; Coastal zone management ; Fishery - Congresses
TH:CU(Sci gp SH3 R425s 2002)

Fisheries Development Project
< Second >
→ Appraisal of the second fisheries development project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

Report and recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on a proposed loan to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma for the second fisheries development project.

→ Asian Development Bank

p. [169]-197: A fishery hand book / by F. D. Maxwell
Subject(s): Burma : Fisheries
US:CU(Annex SH327.B8 A5) LC(Law) YU(SML)

US:HU(Law School: Harv.Depos.) LC(Law)
YU(Law Library Burma 26 F52 1959)

Subject(s): Burma : Fisheries - Irrawaddy River Valley ; Traditional fishing - Irrawaddy River Valley.

Irrawaddy River Valley : Fishery ; Traditional fishing
GB:BL-APAC(IOV/27/550/24)*
US:NIU(SEA SH307.B8 F5731910)
Ref.: OCLC 36007896

Fishery settlement report
→ Bown, Arthur Mervyn

Fishes. – Rangoon : Burma Transl. Society, 1954. 52 p., illus. – (Sippam ca cah ; 29) – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Fishes - Juvenile literature.
GB:BL(14302 aaa 77(2))*
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q52)
Ref.: OCLC 33929289

Fishing and trading craft of Burma, Malaya and Siam / Naval Intelligence Division, Great Britain. – [London,] 1944. 170 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): Burma : Fishing boats ; Shipbuilding
US:CU(Kroch VM99 O78)

Fiskesjö, Nils Magnus Geir
UMI 9959092
Subject(s): Wa : Yunnan Province - History
Yunnan Sheng : History
Burma : Minorities - History
US:UoC(Regenstein Stacks DS999 Fiskesjo)
YU(SML DS731.W3 F57 2000A)
Ref.: OCLC 44006800

Note: An anti-military government journal advocating democracy and national reconciliation in Burma.
Subject(s): Burmese students - Foreign countries - Political activity ; Burma : Periodicals - Burmese students - Foreign countries ; Politics and government – 1988- - Periodicals
US:LC(Microfiche (o) 99/60045)
Ref.: OCLC 49401476

Fistié, Pierre
ISBN 2-85-539-739 (incorrect) – Herbert 529
Subject(s): Burma : Minorities - Political activity - History ; Politics and government <1948-> ; History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
AU:ANU(Menzies JQ442.F5) NLA(q 959.105 F543)
D: B-SBB(4° 702 474 Haus 2) M-BSB(4 H.as. 666-13 9)

Subject(s): Burma : Fishery ; Traditional fishing
GB:BL-APAC(IOV/27/550/24)*
US:NIU(SEA SH307.B8 F5731910)
Ref.: OCLC 36007896

Fishery settlement report
→ Bown, Arthur Mervyn

Fishes. – Rangoon : Burma Transl. Society, 1954. 52 p., illus. – (Sippam ca cah ; 29) – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Fishes - Juvenile literature.
GB:BL(14302 aaa 77(2))*
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q52)
Ref.: OCLC 33929289

Fishing and trading craft of Burma, Malaya and Siam / Naval Intelligence Division, Great Britain. – [London,] 1944. 170 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): Burma : Fishing boats ; Shipbuilding
US:CU(Kroch VM99 O78)

Fiskesjö, Nils Magnus Geir
UMI 9959092
Subject(s): Wa : Yunnan Province - History
Yunnan Sheng : History
Burma : Minorities - History
US:UoC(Regenstein Stacks DS999 Fiskesjo)
YU(SML DS731.W3 F57 2000A)
Ref.: OCLC 44006800

Note: An anti-military government journal advocating democracy and national reconciliation in Burma.
Subject(s): Burmese students - Foreign countries - Political activity ; Burma : Periodicals - Burmese students - Foreign countries ; Politics and government – 1988- - Periodicals
US:LC(Microfiche (o) 99/60045)
Ref.: OCLC 49401476

Fistié, Pierre
ISBN 2-85-539-739 (incorrect) – Herbert 529
Subject(s): Burma : Minorities - Political activity - History ; Politics and government <1948-> ; History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
AU:ANU(Menzies JQ442.F5) NLA(q 959.105 F543)
D: B-SBB(4° 702 474 Haus 2) M-BSB(4 H.as. 666-13 9)
Fitch, William Harold

Ref.: OCLC 6748392

Fitz Clarence, Geoffrey William Richard Hugh

Report by the Earl of Munster on the welfare of troops in India and South East Asia Commands. Presented by the Secretary of State for India to Parliament by command of His Majesty, December 1944. – London : H. M. S. O., 1944. 16 p. – [(Paper by command / Great Britain, Parliament;] Cmd.6578) – Par. pap. 1944/45, IV, 21
GB: BL(OPL:RR*; B.S.21/58)
BL-APAC(P/V 2091)*

FitzGerald, Charles Patrick <b. 1902>

ISBN 0-582-12061-6 ; 0-582-71057-X
p.54-67: China and Burma, Thailand and the Philippines
Subject(s): Burma : Relations - China
China : Relations - Burma
US: LC(DS740.6.F58 1972b)

Fitch, Ralph

The voyage of M. Ralph Fitch ... by the way of Tripolis in Syria, to Ormus, and so to Goa... to Cambaia... to the mighty river Ganges, and downe to Bengala ... to Imahay in the Kingdome of Siam ... to Malacca, Zeilan, Cochinh, and all the coast of the East India: begunne ... 1583 and ended 1591 ...
GB: BL(208 h 11)*
US: LC(G240.H146)

The voyage of Mr. Ralph Fitch, merchant of London, to Ormus, and so to Goa in the East India ; to Cambaia, Ganges, Bengala ; to Bacola and Chonderi, to Pegu, to Jamahay in the kingdom of Siam, and back to Pego, and from thence to Malacca, Zeilan, Cochinh, and all the coast of the East India. Begun in the year of Our Lord 1583, and ended 1591.
Subject(s): Pegu : Description and travel
D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 160 rara)*
GB:BL(L.R. 80 c 1)*
US: LC(G161.P65)

The voyage of master Ralph Fitch ...
GB:BL(RR: 2060 a)*

Fitch, Ralph <c1550-1611>

Ralph Fitch : England’s pioneer to India and Burma

~Ryley, John Horton

The voyage of Ralph Fitch ... by the way of Tripolis in Syria, to Ormus, and so to Goa... to Cambaia... to the mighty river Ganges, and downe to Bengala ... to Imahay in the Kingdome of Siam ... to Malacca, Zeilan, Cochinh, and all the coast of the East India: begunne ... 1583 and ended 1591 ...
GB: BL(208 h 11)*
US: LC(G240.H146)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Chinese : Burma

Burma : Chinese

AU: ANU(Menzies DS509.5C5.F5 1966)
D: HD-SAI(300 soz 65/3170)*
US: CU(Annex DS793 Y9 F55 ; Olin Microfiche 887)
GB: BL(X.808/2655)*

GB: BL(X.808/4910)
US: CU(Kroch DS793 Y9 F55 ; Olin Microfiche 887)
GB: BL(YK.2001.a.16777)
OUl(BOD M03.E04791)
IRL:TCD(HL-248-267)
US: LC & UCLA(YRL) : D767.6 .F58 2001
NIU(SEA D767.6 .F58 2001)
Ref.: OCLC 49416329

ditto. – London : Angus and Robertson for the Australian Insti-
tute of International Affairs, 1965 [i.e. 1966]. VII, 109 p., port.
GB: BL(X.808/4910)
US: CU(Kroch DS793 Y9 F55 ; Olin Microfiche 887)
GB: BL(YK.2001.a.16777)
OUl(BOD M03.E04791)
IRL:TCD(HL-248-267)
US: LC & UCLA(YRL) : D767.6 .F58 2001
NIU(SEA D767.6 .F58 2001)
Ref.: OCLC 49416329

ditto. – Singapore: Donald Moore for the Australian Institute
GB: BL(X.808/4910)
US: CU(Kroch DS793 Y9 F55 ; Olin Microfiche 887)
GB: BL(YK.2001.a.16777)
OUl(BOD M03.E04791)
IRL:TCD(HL-248-267)
US: LC & UCLA(YRL) : D767.6 .F58 2001
NIU(SEA D767.6 .F58 2001)
Ref.: OCLC 49416329

The tower of five glories : a study of the Min Chia of Ta Li,
Yunnan / by C. P. Fitzgerald. – Lewes, East Sussex: Book Guild,

The Gospel according to St. Mark in Atsi …

Bible, O.T.

Bible, N.T.

Bible, N.T.

Bible, N.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.

Bible, O.T.
Five year development programme


D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 87/2026 GF)*


GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1986 a 1372)

US: NIU(SEA HC422 .B871979)


US: NIU(SEA HC422 .B87361985)

Flaggen der Vereinten Nationen / UCUEF. – Lorch : Sieger


Ref.: DB

Flannigan, Frances

Embery, Winifred

Children of the Burma road

Fleet, Greg


ISBN 0091834503

Subject(s): Fleet, Greg : Travel - Burma

Burma : Description and travel - Humor

AU:NLA(N & NL 915.91 F594)

GB: BL(YA.2003.a.11446)

SG: ISEAS(DS566.2 F59)

Ref.: OCLC 51964057

Fleeing from the land of terror : women from Burma ; their lives as migrants and refugees in Thailand and Bangladesh. – Washington, D.C.: Asia Pacific Center for Justice and Peace, 2000. 9 l., illus. – Special report

Subject(s): Burma : Political refugees - Women

Thailand : Political refugees - Women

Bangladesh : Political refugees - Women

US: WU(Memorial Libr. HV640.5.B87 F54 2000)

Ref.: OCLC 47821271

Fleischer, F.


ISBN 1857767020

Subject(s): Fleischer, F. : Travel - Burma

Burma : Description and travel ; Buddhism

Fleischmann, Klaus (b. 1941)

Arakan, Konfliktrregion zwischen Birma und Bangladesh : Vorgeschichte und Folgen des Flüchtlingsstroms von 1978 /
Klaus Fleischmann. – Hamburg: Institut für Asienkunde, 1981. 222 S., K., Tab., Index, Bibliogr. S. 205 bis 213. – (Mitteilungen des Instituts für Asienkunde ; 121)
ISBN 3-921469-80-5 – Herbert 568
Subject(s): Bangladesh : Political refugees ; Relations - Burma : Boundaries - Burma
Arakan State : Politics and government
Burma : Political refugees - Arakan State ; Relations - Bangladesh : Boundaries - Bangladesh
AU:ANU(Menzies DS330.8.A7.F54) NLA
D: B-SBB(Ser.3427-121 Haus 2)
GÖ-SUB(ZB 21990:121) HD-SAI(323 pol 81/3015)*
GB:BL(X 809/56421) BL-APAC(T 43962)
OUL(IND Burma 7 d 58)
SOAS(L.Per34/147770 ; JMF325.2591/606362)
N: UHS(Mag314 I 21992)
NL: KITLV(M ss 124 N)
SG: ISEAS(DS501 160 no.121)
US: CU(Kroch DS1 I59 no.82)
Subject(s): Burma : Constitution ; Constitutional law
AU:ANU(Menzies JQ442.F55 1976 ; Chifley HN670.7 .A8.54) NLA(YY334.591 F596)
D: B-SBB(Ser.4327-82 Haus 2)
GÖ-SUB(ZB 21990:82)
PA-UB(00/PL 749 F596)
HD-SAI(325 jur 77/238)*
GB:BL-APAC(T 41498) OUL(IND noshelf)
SOAS(A345.9102/606365)
SG: ISEAS(DS501 160 no.82)
US:CU(Kroch DS1 I59 no.82)
H(U/Widener Asia 9. 85 Nr.82 ; Law School Bur 961 FLE)
LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCD(Shields) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS1 .155 nr. 121
MnU(TC Law Library Foreign Language (Texts)
NYPL(Research M-11 4612 Nr. 82.)
UCB(Law Lib.) YU(SML DS1 I56 82)

Die neue Verfassung der Union von Birma : Vorgeschichte, Inhalte, Wirklichkeit / Klaus Fleischmann. – Hamburg: Institut für Asienkunde, 1976. 538 S., Zeitf., Tab., Index, App., Bibliogr. S. 513-516. – (Mitteilungen des Instituts für Asienkunde Hamburg ; 82) – Includes text of the constitution in English
ISBN 3-921469-29-5
Subject(s): Burma : Constitution ; Political refugees - Arakan State  ; Relations - Bangladesh ; Boundaries - Bangladesh
AU:ANU(Menzies DS330.8.A7.F54) NLA
D: B-SBB(Ser.4327-121 Haus 2)
GÖ-SUB(ZB 21990:121) HD-SAI(323 pol 81/3015)*
GB:BL(X 809/56421) BL-APAC(T 43962)
OUL(IND Burma 7 d 58)
SOAS(L.Per34/147770 ; JMF325.2591/606362)
N: UHS(Mag314 I 21992)
NL: KITLV(M ss 124 N)
SG: ISEAS(DS501 160 no.121)
US: CU(Kroch DS1 I59 no.82)
Subject(s): Burma : Constitution ; Constitutional law
AU:ANU(Menzies JQ442.F55 1976 ; Chifley HN670.7 .A8.54) NLA(YY334.591 F596)
D: B-SBB(Ser.4327-82 Haus 2)
GÖ-SUB(ZB 21990:82)
PA-UB(00/PL 749 F596)
HD-SAI(325 jur 77/238)*
GB:BL-APAC(T 41498) OUL(IND noshelf)
SOAS(A345.9102/606365)
SG: ISEAS(DS501 160 no.82)
US:CU(Kroch DS1 I59 no.82)
H(U/Widener Asia 9. 85 Nr.82 ; Law School Bur 961 FLE)
LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCD(Shields) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS1 .155 nr. 121
MnU(TC Law Library Foreign Language (Texts)
NYPL(Research M-11 4612 Nr. 82.)
UCB(Law Lib.) YU(SML DS1 I56 82)

Fleming, Johs
Völkerschau 1913 : Birma / Text von Johs. Flemming. – Stellingen: Carl Hagenbeck’s Tierschau, 1913. 28 p., Illus. Subject(s): Burma
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet DS Burma 38)

Fletcher, Joseph Smith <1863-1935>
The Burma ruby / by J. S. Fletcher. – London : Benn, 1932. 159 p. – (New ninepenny novels ; 16)
GB:BL(012603 cc 1/16)

Subject(s): Burma Communist Party : History
Burma : Foreign relations - China ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Foreign relations - Soviet Union
China : Foreign relations - Burma
Sozialistischer Vietnam : Foreign relations - Burma

→Documents on communism in Burma

ISBN 3-88910-056-2 – Herbert 530
Subject(s): Burma Communist Party : History
Burma : Communism - History ; Politics and government
CH:BS UB(Oz 24338)
D: B-SBB(2/29 SA 339-171 U.d.L.) ; 1 A 22587 Potsdamer Str.Haus 2) M-BSB(4 Aor. 3721 y-171/172)
GÖ-SUB(MAG:ZB 21880:171)
PA-UB(55/RR 51983 F596 K8)
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy < Medford, Mass. >
The theory of export economies
→ Levin, Jonathan Victor

Contents: The military situation - Displaced villages - Villages under the SPDC - Flight to Thailand - Future of the area.
Subject(s): Karen : Burma
Burma : Forced migration ; Migration, Internal ; Minorities ; Human rights ; Karen State ; Forced migration - Karen State ; Forced labor - Karen State ; Refugees - Karen State
Karen State : Politics and government ; Human rights ; Forced migration; Forced labor ; Refugees
GB: OUL(RSC EBU 21.1 KHRG 2001)
US: CU(Kroch JC599.B872 K374 2001+)

Flint, H. E.
Working plan for the Mogok Forest Division for the period 1929-30 to 1938-39
→ Working plan < Mogok >

Working plan for the Zibingyi fuel working Circle Maymyo Forest Division for the period 1924-25 to 1943-44
→ Working plan < Maymyo: Zibingyi >

Floods and Drought Problems in Burma. – Rangoon, 1948. 9 p. – (Pamphlet / All Burma Peasants’ Organisation ; 82)
US: CU(Annex HD2075 B8A41 v.8)

Floods Enquiry Committee
[2.] Portfolio of plan. – 30 plans.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.53/22)*

The Flora of British India
→ Hooker, Joseph Dalton

Flora of Gaoligong mountains
→ Gaoligong Shan zhiwu

Flouest
GB: BL(10058 h 30)

Flowers and festivals round the Burmese year
→ Khin Myo Chit

Flyktingrerêad < Norway >
→ Internally displaced people

Flynn, Cathal Liam <b. 1938>
Subject(s): Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946>
World War <1939-1945> – China.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.

N: NBO(NA/Al 19328 ; NA/Al 18972 (h.)) NBR(DEP) UBB(HF M box 22)

Focus : NPED newsletter / Directorate of Investment and Company Administration, Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development.– Yangon. – Monthly
Subject(s): Burma : Investments, Foreign - Periodicals ; Commercial policy - Periodicals ; Economic conditions - Periodicals ; Economic policy - Periodicals
US: LC: 0101,1994 (Kroch HF1586.7 _F63 + ; Microfiche (o) 95/63417 (H))

TH: CU(Pol 959 F652)
US: LC(DS525.F63 1995)

Subject(s): Karen : Politics and government
Kayah State : History - Autonomy and independence
Burma : Politics and government - 1948-
LC & NNC(Lehman) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML X) : S530.8.K38 F63 1991 IU(Main Stacks 959.1 F683)
UC(NRLF DS528.2.K35 F63 1991 B 4 001 289)

Fodor, Eugene
→ Fodor’s guide to Japan and East Asia

Fodor’s guide to Japan and East Asia : a definitive handbook of the Far East and Southeast Asia .... / ed. by Eugen Fodor ... – London : MacGibbon and Kee [etc.]; New York : McKay

D: HD-SAI: 1971 (170 rei 86/1469)*
GB: BL: 1962 1967 (WP 4177/25)*
NL: KITLV: 1962 (3c 18 N)

Fogg, Ernest Leslie <b. 1920>
Adult guide on Southeast Asia / Ernest L. Fogg. – New York: Friendship Pr., [1968]. 47 p., music, bibliogr. ref. – The six sessions cover Burma; Thailand; Vietnam; Laos and Cambodia; Singapore, Malaysia and Brunei; Indonesia; and the Philippines.
Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Church history ; Social conditions.
US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks Pamphlets MU)

Folfvari, J.

Foley, Mary Cecilia
→ The Yamaka : being the sixth book of the Abhidhammapitake

Foley, Walter Brooks
→ Problems of religious work in Indian villages and cities : a survey of families : the Calcutta area survey of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1930

Subject(s): Burma : Folk art US:LC(Microfiche 98/63418 (N) So Asia)

Folk tales
→ Folktales

Folktales from the orient. – Singapore: Alpha Pr. The white elephant → Chia, Hearn Chek


D: HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 A 83/2008)* S-WLB(50C/184)
SG: ISEAS(GR309 H67)
US: CU(Kroch GR309.L68 F6 1972)
NIU & UCB: GR309 .F645 1972
ditto. 2nd ed. – Mandalay: Ludu U Hla, 1979. 210 p., illus. SG: NUS(GR309 Hla)
US: YU(LSF-Request for GR309 F6 1979 (LC))


Folktales of Ludu U Hla / transl. by "K", Than Tun & Kathleen Forbes. – Mantale: Thvan’ Ran Ca pe ..., 1994. A-E, 5, 149 p., illus. – Added title in Burmese ; text in English and Burmese Note: English transl. of tales from Burma, retold; includes text in Burmese Subject(s): Burma : Tales F: BIULO(BIR.IV.1004)
US: CU(Kroch GR 309 .L68 F65 1994)

The Folk-tales of Burma : an introduction → Abbott, Gerry

Folktales of Ludu U Hla / transl. by "K", Than Tun & Kathleen Forbes. – Mantale: Thvan’ Ran Ca pe ..., 1994. A-E, 5, 149 p., illus. – Added title in Burmese ; text in English and Burmese Note: English transl. of tales from Burma, retold; includes text in Burmese Subject(s): Burma : Tales

F: BIULO(BIR.IV.1004)
US: CU(Kroch GR 309 .L68 F65 1994)

Folktales of the orient. – Singapore: Alpha Pr. The white elephant → Chia, Hearn Chek


Subject(s): Burma : Tales ; Folklore
D: HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 A 83/2008)* S-WLB(50C/184)
SG: ISEAS(GR309 H67)
US: CU(Kroch GR309.L68 F6 1972)
NIU & UCB: GR309 .F645 1972
Folktales of the Khasis
→ Rafy, K. U.

Fondation Calouste Gulbenkian / Centre Cultural Portugais
Voyage dans les deltas du Gange et de l’Irrawaddy : relation portugaise anonyme, 1521
→ Bouchon, Genevieve

Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques
→ Bibilographie courante d’articles de périodiques postérieurs à 1944 sur les problèmes politiques, économiques et sociaux

Naissance de nouvelles démocraties
→ Bailey, Sydney Dawson

Les relations entre la France et la Birmanie au XVIIIe et au XIXe siècle
→ Preschez, Philippe

Une fondatrice en birmanie : soeur Marie-Gertrude du Sacré-Cœur, petite soeur des pauvres. – Paris: Librairie de l’Arc, 1946. 32 p., figs., plates, portr. couv. coul. – (Collection Missionnaires et fondateurs ; 1)
F: BNF(16° H 162(1))

D: HD-MPI  ZBLW(L/Allg/1/1607)*

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
→ Agreement on technical assistance between the Government of the Union of Burma and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
→ Appraisal survey of demersal fish resources of Burma
→ Assistance to the Institute of Agriculture, Veterinary Science and Forestry, Burma
→ Bibliography of food and agricultural marketing in the developing countries
→ Cold water fisheries in the trans-Himalayan countries

Country review, Burma
→ Aye Meung

Fisheries Management and Law Advisory Programme
→ McDorman, Ted L.

Forestry research : Myanmar
→ Than Myint

The fuelwood situation in Burma
→ Thein

Interim report to the Government of the Union of Burma on the teak industry, saw-milling and related operations
→ Briggs, J. L.

International Rice Commission < 2nd session, 1950, Rangoon > : Report

Myanmar : border hills area development project : socio-economic and production system study : identification mission

Preliminary bibliography of the fish and fisheries of Burma

Regional tropical forest management adviser


Forest Departmental Working Meeting on Development of a Forestry Extension Organization in Myanmar < 1.1993, Yangon >

Report of a mission to Burma to check the current training status in the timber corporation.
→ Collins, Carlton


Special Technical Meeting on the Economic Aspects of the Rice Industry < 1954, Rangoon >

Report on the Myanmar forestry sector : prepared for the government of the Union on Myanmar
→ Smith, Conrad F.

Report prepared for the government of Myanmar on monitoring, control and surveillance of the fisheries within the exclusive economic zone
→ Schowengerdt, L. Nicholas

Report to the government of Myanmar on animal health legislation
→ Christy, Lawrence C.
Report to the Government of Burma on investigations of marine fishery resources

→Naumov, V. M.

Report to the Government of Burma on mechanized logging operations of the State Timber Board

→Zurbrugg, F.

Rural cultures and social formations in the forestry sector in Bhutan, Myanmar, Lao PDR and Vietnam: review and synthesis of literature

→Shastri, Madalsa

→Strengthening of the Agricultural Research Institute at Yezin, Burma: project findings and recommendations: report prepared for the Government of Burma

Tree planting practices in temperate Asia: Burma, India, Pakistan

→Suri, Parma Nand

Woodfuel flows in the dry zone of Myanmar: a case study

→Saw Thun Khiang

Food and Agriculture Organization / Agriculture Department

→Improved coconut production, Asia and the pacific region

→Tree volume equations for Myanmar

Food and Agriculture Organization / Asia-Pacific Forestry Commission

< 16th Session, 1996, Yangon>

→Follow-up to UNCED's agreements on forestry

< 16th Session, 1996, Yangon>


Subject(s): FAO: Development aid
Burma: Forestry development; Forest management; sustainability
I: FAO(MFN 366469. Job no: W0358)

< 16th Session, 1996, Yangon>


Subject(s): FAO: Development aid
Burma: Forestry development; Forest management; sustainability

US: WU(Steenbock FAO fiche 365841-845 ; 365847-851)


Subject(s): FAO: Development aid
Burma: Forestry development; Forest management; sustainability
I: FAO(MFN 366467. Job no: W0358)

US: WU(Steenbock FAO fiche 366469 ; 364669)

< 16th Session, 1996, Yangon>

→Situation de la foresterie dans la région
→State of forestry in the region
→Suite donnee aux accords de la CNUED sur la foresterie

The fuelwood situation in Burma

→Thein

Food and Agriculture Organization / Beekeeping Project

→Evaluation of honey plants in Burma

Food and Agriculture Organization / Comité de la Nutrition pour l’Asie du Sud et de l’Est

F: Cujas

Food and Agriculture Organization / Commission International du Riz

F: BNF(4° Gw 291(2))

Food and Agriculture Organization / Conservation and Wildlife Sanctuary Mission < Myanmar>

→Conservation and Wildlife Sanctuary Mission < Myanmar>

Food and Agriculture Organization / Documentation Center

→Fisheries
→Food and agricultural industries
→Land and water

Food and Agriculture Organization / Expanded Program of Technical Assistance

→Food and Agriculture Organization / Expanded Technical Assistance Program

Food and Agriculture Organization / Expanded Technical Assistance Program

FAO report / Food and Agriculture Organization, Expanded Technical Assistance Program. – Rome

> United Nations / Development Program

UNDP report: TA

→VonMonroy, J. A.

Report to the Government of Burma on integration of forests and industries
102 → Schyns, P.
Report to the Government of Burma on poultry farming situation and poultry diseases

105 → Edgar, G.
Report to the Government of Burma on control of animal disease

122 → Bain, R. V. S.
Report to the Government of Burma on veterinary vaccine production

152 → Kelton, I. W.
Report to the Government of Burma on animal disease control

361 → Ling, Shao-Wen
Report to the Government of Burma on inland fisheries development

392 → Koshal, R. S.
Report to the Government of Burma on development of sample survey for the estimation of agricultural production ...

402 → Lloyd, W.
Report to the Government of Burma on the rubber planting industry

442 → Gariboldi, F.
Report to the Government of Burma on rice processing industry

456 → Naslund, M.
Report to the Government of Burma on a forestry and forest products research institute

495 → DeVries, P. G.
Report to the Government of Burma on agricultural marketing

498 → Kollmann, Franz Friedrich Paul
Report to the Government of Burma on a forestry and forest products research institute

565 → Kano, I. S.
Report to the Government of Burma on sericulture

588 → Davidson, R. P.
Report to the Government of Burma on the Union of Burma land and agricultural plan

614 → Miedler, K. A.
Report to the Government of Burma on mechanization of extraction

640 → Tanaka, N.
Report to the Government of Burma on silk processing

684 → Griffiths, Robert Buddington
Report to the Government of Burma on parasitic disease of livestock

692 → Gallant, M. N.
Report to the Government of Burma on the teak-wood trade

700 → Grift, J. van der
Report to the Government of Burma on animal nutrition

713 → Welle, A.
Report to the Government of Burma on the operation of a pilot plant for condensed milk

776 → Tubb, J. A.
Report to the Government of Burma on inland fisheries development

828 → Pranger, Wil
Report to the Government of Burma on the poultry and poultry diseases

941 → Webb, G. W. H.
Report to the Government of Burma on dairy husbandry

1007 → Pasfield, D. H.
Report to the Government of Burma on the design and construction of storage and handling facilities for rice and rice products

1013 → Nagel, W.
Report to the Government of Burma on marketing and export of rice and rice products

1051 → McKee, H. S.
Report to the Government of Burma on the development of food research

1103 → Ewer, T. K.
Report to the Government of Burma on animal nutrition problems

1156 → Sen, B. C.
Report to the Government of Burma on crop grading and other aspects of marketing improvement

1176 → Bailey, R. C.
Report to the Government of Burma on agricultural extension

1261 → Lloyd, W.
Report to the Government of Burma on the rehabilitation of the rubber industry

1338 → Buck, R. L.
Report to the Government of Burma for the Shan States on the mechanization of agriculture

1340 → Buck, R. L.
Report to the Government of Burma on the mechanization of agriculture

1378 → Wittfogel, H.
Report to the Government of Burma on the development of food research and food industry in Burma

1397 → Newcombe, F. H.
Report to the Government of Burma on agricultural extension

1505 → Wagenaar, G. A. W.
Report to the Government of Burma on improvement of sugar cane production

1532 → Osborne, W. B.
Report to the Government of Burma on animal nutrition and management

1579 → Shtefan, S. M.
Report to the Government of Burma on a survey of the mineral fertilizer requirements

1670 → Smith, D. M.
Report to the Government of Burma on animal husbandry

1686 → Balakrishnan, M. R.
Report to the Government of Burma on crop production and development in Kachin State

1695 → Hunt, J. E.
Report to the Government of Burma on the maintenance of agricultural tractors and machinery

1771 → Gottwald, H. P. J.
Report to the Government of Burma on wood anatomy and biology
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1773 → Griffiths, Robert Buddington
Report to the Government of Burma on veterinary
education with comments on animal health services

1895 → Holmes, D. J.
Report to the Government of the Union of Burma on
agricultural mechanization in Shan State

1984 → Huysmans, A. A. C.
Report to the Government of Burma on the rice pro-
cessing industry

1985 → Kaiser, B. G. M.
Report to the Government of Burma on workshop
practices and equipment maintenance at the base
workshops in Rangoon

2165 → Lloyd, W.
Report to the Government of Burma on progress in the
rehabilitation of the rubber planting industry

Food and Agriculture Organization / Food Policy and Nu-
trition Division
→ International Conference on Nutrition
Country report of Myanmar

Food and Agriculture Organization / Forestry Department
Field document
→ National Forest Management and Inventory
Report on forest inventory in Myanmar
→ Andel, S.
→ Tree volume equations for Myanmar

Food and Agriculture Organization / Forestry Division
→ Tree planting practices in temperate Asia

Food and Agriculture Organization / Industrial Crops De-
velopment Project (ICDP)
Industrial Crops Development Project : activities and pro-
gress : position paper submitted to the first Triparite Review
Meeting / Agriculture Corp., Rangoon (Burma). – FAO,
AGP, AGO, Jun 1983. 29 p. – (ICDP field document ; 1) –
FAO-AGP-BUR/81/005 – FAO MFN 240591
Subject(s): UNDP Project, Field document
Burma : Industrial crops
Report of the Evaluation Mission. – Yangon: Food and Agra-
culture Organization of the United Nations, 1990. –
(I.C.D.P. Phase II) MYA/85/005 – United Nations Devel-
opment Program
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO Fiche 327023)

Food and Agriculture Organization / National Forest Man-
agement and Inventory, Myanmar
→ National Forest Management and Inventory, Myanmar

Food and Agriculture Organization / Nutrition Committee
for South and East Asia
→ Nutrition Committee for South and East Asia

Food and Agriculture Organization / Pilot Project on Na-
tional Water Visions
→ Pilot Project on National Water Visions

Food and Agriculture Organization / Regional Office for
Asia and the Far East (RAF)
A classified list of fishes of Burma
→ Tint Hlaing
Gone astray : the care and management of the Asian ele-
phant in domesticity
→ Lair, Richard C.
→ Teak for the future

Food and Agriculture Organization / Regional Wood En-
ergy Development Programme in Asia (RWEDP)
→ National Workshop on Woodfuel Production and
Marketing in Myanmar <Yangon, 16-19 Mar 1999>
Woodfuel Production and Marketing in Myanmar Woodfuel
flows in the dry zone of Myanmar
→ Saw Thun Khiang

Food and Agriculture Organization / Rural Institutions Di-
vision
→ Bibliography on land tenure

Food and Agriculture Organization / Special meetings on
the economic aspects of the rice industry
→ Special meetings on the economic aspects of the rice
industry

Food and Agriculture Organization / Technical Com-
mission
Present patterns of land use and planning for future utiliza-
tion
→ Khin Maung

Food crops development : Myanmar : project findings and
AG:DP/BUR/81/006. - Report prepared for the Government
of Myanmar by FAO, acting as executing agency for UNDP.
Subject(s): UNDP : Programme management
Burma : Project activities ; Crops ; Agricultural produc-
tion ; Agricultural development ; Project Management
US: UNDHL(UN docs (English)-unsymbolled UNDP/SF
(063.5)/BUR-81-006)

Food for growth and energy ... ... – Ran’ kun’: Bha sa pRan’
Ca peA san’”, 1952. 47 p., illus. – (Sippam Ca ca’n; 12) –
Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Food - Juvenile literature
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet T 20)
Ref.: OCLC 36718825

The Food of Asia : featuring authentic recipes from master
chefs in Burma, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Mal-
aysia, The Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and
Vietnam / forwards by Ming THD-SAI and Cheong Liew ;
introductory essays by Kong Foong Ling. – Singapore:
North Clarendon, VT : Periplus ; Tuttle Publ. [distributor],
2002. 192 p., col. illus., index.
ISBN 0794601464

Siegfried M. Schwertner

F 40
Forbes, Colin D.
ISBN 1857763084
Subject(s): Forbes, Colin D., Burma : History <1948->
Commercial agents - Biography
GB:BL(YC.2000.a.2663) BL-DSS(m00/39161) CUL (9006.c.4810) OUL(BOPD Nuneham X01.F04426)
IRL:TCD(HL-225-653)

Forbes, E. E.
Field forcing it : being a reprint of letters contributed to the "Madras mail" from Burma, etc. / by Capt. E. E. Forbes. – Madras: Privately printed, 1886. 69 p.
GB:BL(9057 aa 17)

Forbes, Kathleen Allen
→Folktales of Ludu U Hla

→More favourite stories from Burma

→Prince of rubies and other tales from Burma

The victim
→Hla (Ludu)

Subject(s): Burma : Forced labor ; Human rights

http://www.ibiblio.org/obl/docs/myanmar-COI- OBL.doc
Note: The central ILO report on forced labour in Burma. Appendix III contains 246 interviews, largely with people from non-Burman ethnic groups - Chin, Rohingya, Arakanese, Karen, Karenri, Shan, Pa-O, Mon. The interviews cover forced labour, but also many other violations of human rights such as killings (executions), rape, torture, loot ing, forced relocation (forced displacement) violence against women, violence against children, looting.
Subject(s): Burma : Forced labor ; Forced labor - International law
ILO :Convention ; Violation
additional keywords: forced resettlement, forced relocation, forced movement, forced displacement, forced migration, forced to move, displaced
CH:IL0(311089 ; 98B09/206 engl)
D: KN-UB(wra 2/b94-b81[angeb.])
S-WLB(Z 11532-81,Suppl)

Forbes, Andrew
The Haw : traders of the Golden Triangle / Andrew Forbes and David Henley ; [ed.: Simon Robson]. – Bangkok: Teak House ; [Chiang Mai]: Asia Film House, 1997. 247 p., illus., maps. – (People and cultures of South-east Asia) (A Teak house publication)
ISBN 1-857763084

Forbes, Charles James Forbes Smith
→Smith-Forbes, Charles James Forbes

Forbes, William Robert <b. 1882>
Changing horizons : being pages from my scrapbook covering over thirty years’ wanderings up and down the Seven Seas / by W. Robert Forbes. Illustrated with photographs by the author and others. – London : Hutchinson, 1937. 288 p., index.
Burma: p. 102-125 and 188-198
GB:BL(10025 pp 7)*
US:CS t LC(G490.F56) NYPL YU

ditto. : 2nd impr. – 1937.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 A 46)

Foran, William Robert <b. 1882>
ISBN 1857763084
Subject(s): Forbes, Colin D., Burma : History <1948->
Commercial agents - Biography
GB:BL(YC.2000.a.2663) BL-DSS(m00/39161) CUL (9006.c.4810) OUL(BOPD Nuneham X01.F04426)
IRL:TCD(HL-225-653)

Forbes, E. E.
Field forcing it : being a reprint of letters contributed to the "Madras mail" from Burma, etc. / by Capt. E. E. Forbes. – Madras: Privately printed, 1886. 69 p.
GB:BL(9057 aa 17)

Forbes, Kathleen Allen
→Folktales of Ludu U Hla

→More favourite stories from Burma

→Prince of rubies and other tales from Burma

The victim
→Hla (Ludu)

Subject(s): Burma : Forced labor ; Human rights

http://www.ibiblio.org/obl/docs/myanmar-COI- OBL.doc
Note: The central ILO report on forced labour in Burma. Appendix III contains 246 interviews, largely with people from non-Burman ethnic groups - Chin, Rohingya, Arakanese, Karen, Karenri, Shan, Pa-O, Mon. The interviews cover forced labour, but also many other violations of human rights such as killings (executions), rape, torture, looting, forced relocation (forced displacement) violence against women, violence against children, looting.
Subject(s): Burma : Forced labor ; Forced labor - Interna- tional law
ILO :Convention ; Violation
additional keywords: forced resettlement, forced relocation, forced movement, forced displacement, forced migration, forced to move, displaced
CH:IL0(311089 ; 98B09/206 engl)
D: KN-UB(wra 2/b94-b81[angeb.])
S-WLB(Z 11532-81,Suppl)
Forced labour on infrastructure development projects in Burma’s Tenasserim Division. – Bangkok: Mon Information Service, 1997. 11 p., illus., map.

Subject(s): Burma: Forced labor - Tenasserim Division; Human rights - Tenasserim Division; Infrastructure (Economics) - Tenasserim Division

Tenasserim Division: Forced labor; Human rights; Infrastructure (Economics)


> Forced labour on the Ye-Tavoy railway construction

Subjects: Ye-Tavoy Railway

Burma: Forced labor; Railroad construction workers - Railroads - Design and construction

GB: BL-APAC(W 2396)


ditto. – ibd., 1891. 67 p., map. Without title-page

AU: ANU(Menzies microform DS485.B83.F6)

GB: SOAS(FNA L 21/15.536)*

dito. 2nd ed.

Report on the antiquities of Arakan

An essay on the sources and development of Burmese law from the era of the first introduction of the Indian law to the time of the British occupation of Pegu / by E. Forchhammer.

– Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma


GB: BL(7701 c 1(2))* BL-APAC(W 2396)


Report on the literary work performed on behalf of Government during the year 1879-80

An account of the investigation, collection, and preservation of Pali, Burmese, Sanskrit, and Talaing literature in Burma during the year 1879/80

Report for the year 1879/80

– Rangoon: Govt. Pr., 1885. III, 109 p. – At head of title: The Jardine prize. – Herbert 583

Subject(s): Manu

Burma: Law - History and criticism; Customary law; Hindu law; Legal system - 1885; Legal history - 1885

US: Luce 343)

AU: NLA(COE 302 ; Luce 343)

F: BIULO(HH III 3)

D: B-SBB(Haus 2) HD-SAI(reg 60 J 10)*

NL: KITLV(M rr 350)

GB: BL(05319 k 21) CUL(Squire RM.d.9.F.001)

BL-APAC(V 4873) OUL(LAW Burma 510 F698)

SOAS(A 345.91/50.846)*

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mic A2201)

US: NYPL(*OLZ) OCLC UCL YU(SML, Microform Film B387)

Ref.: OCLC 41438664

Reported on the antiquities of Arakan

An essay on the sources and development of Burmese law from the era of the first introduction of the Indian law to the time of the British occupation of Pegu / by E. Forchhammer.

– Rangoon: Govt. Pr., 1885. III, 109 p. – At head of title: The Jardine prize. – Herbert 583

Manu

Burma: Law - History and criticism; Customary law; Hindu law; Legal system - 1885; Legal history - 1885

AU: NLA(COE 302 ; Luce 343)

F: BIULO(HH III 3)

D: B-SBB(Haus 2) HD-SAI(reg 60 J 10)*

NL: KITLV(M rr 350)

GB: BL(05319 k 21) CUL(Squire RM.d.9.F.001)

BL-APAC(V 4873) OUL(LAW Burma 510 F698)

SOAS(A 345.91/50.846)*

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mic A2201)

US: NYPL(*OLZ) OCLC UCL YU(SML, Microform Film B387)

Ref.: OCLC 41438664
→Inscriptions of Pagan, Pinya and Ava, deciphered from the ink impressions found among the papers of the late Dr. E. Forchhammer

→Inscriptions of Pagan, Pinya and Ava : transl., with notes

The Jardine prize

→An essay on the sources and development of Burmese law ...

The legendary history of Pagan / by Emil Forchhammer.


Subject(s): Burma : Legends ; Burmese legends and superstitions ; History - Pagan

Pagan : History

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.8 P12F69 ; Microfiche Mfc A1353)

List of manuscripts. – XX p. – Without title-page

GB:BL(14096 f 6(1))*

BL-APAC(W 987)*

→Notes on Buddha law

Notes on the early history and geography of British Burma / by Em. Forchhammer.

– Rangoon : Govt. Pr., 1890. 8, XX p. – Without title-page – Caption title: An account of the investigation, collection, and preservation of Pali, Burmese, Sanskrit, and Talaing literature in Burma

Subject(s): Pali literature ; Burmese literature

GB:BL(7701 cc 1(6))*

GB:BL(14096 f 6(1))*

⇒ BL-APAC(W 987)*

⇒ BL-APAC(1785)

⇒ SOAS(A345.91/50.846)

⇒ US: CU(CU(Kroch Film 3276) HU(Law School

Harv.Depos. Bur 905 For ; Mic Bur 905 For (Drawer

104) UC(SRLF) UCB

⇒ Ref.: OCLC 48690982

→Notes on the languages and dialects spoken in British Burma

Pagan / by Emil Forchhammer.

– Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma

1. The Kyaukku temple. – 1891. 9 p., pictures.

Subject(s): Burma : Temples, Buddhist - Pagan

Pagan : Antiquities

⇒ AU:ANU(Chifley microform NA6012.2.P3.F6)

⇒ GB:BL(7701 c 1(3))*

⇒ BL-APAC(W 2396)

⇒ SOAS(FNA.L 8/15.535)

ditto. – 1891. 9 p., 8 plates.

⇒ GB:BL(7701 c 1(6))

⇒ [Papers on subjects relating to the archaeology of Burma.]

⇒ [Rangoon., 1884-1891. – A collection of reports and photographs, with 9 loose photographs in a paper wrapper

⇒ AU:ANU(Menzies microfilm DS485.B83.F62)

⇒ GB:BL(14096 f 6(1))*

⇒ BL-APAC(W 987)*

⇒ SOAS(Microfiche A1038)

⇒ NL: KITLV(M 3h 76)

⇒ US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

⇒ Ref.: OCLC 45216983

ditto. – 1892.

⇒ GB:CU(Lib.3.89.28)

⇒ Ref.: OCLC 55777000 : 1892

Report / by E. Forchhammer, Professor of Pali, Rangoon High School, for the year 1879/80.


Subject(s): Pali literature ; Burmese literature

⇒ GB:BL(14096 f 6(1))*

⇒ BL-APAC(W 987)*

⇒ SOAS(SCR PK4643 F69 ; Microfiche Mfc A1038)

⇒ US:HU(Weber collection 2523 ; Microfiche 91/61427 (P) ; LC-EA2) RBP

⇒ Ref.: OCLC 30038729 ; 34572269


⇒ Rangoon : Govt. Pr., Burma, 1892. 67 p., XLIV plates.

⇒ Previous publ. in separate issues

⇒ Subject(s): Arakanese

⇒ Burma : Pagodas ; Antiquities

⇒ GB:BL(7701 cc 1(1))*

⇒ SOAS(FNA.L.7 /15536)

⇒ US:ICN NIU(SEA DS527.8.F6741892)

⇒ Ref.: OCLC 27102158

⇒ Report on the Kyaukku temple at Pagan : with photographs

⇒ [E. Forchhammer]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1892. 9 p., X plates. – Previous ed. s. Pagan ; Pt. 1

⇒ Subject(s): Kyaukku Temple < Pagan>

⇒ Pagan : Buildings, structures, etc.

⇒ Burma : Temples, Buddhist - Pagan

⇒ GB:BL(7701 cc 1(2))*

⇒ GB:BL(7701 cc 1(2))*
ditto. – ibd. (for C. Secy.), 1919. 18 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.164/3)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/941/81)
OUL(EAL East. Art RW Pag)
MY: RH
US: LC(NA6008.P3A5)

ditto. – ibd. (for C. Secy.), 1919. 18 p.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/941/81)
OUL(EAL East. Art RW Pag)
MY: RH
US: LC(NA6008.P3A5)

ditto. / by E. Forchhammer. Repr. – Rangoon : Central Pr.
(for Culture), 1964. 16 p.
AU: ANU(Chifley NA6012.2P3F63 1964)
D: HD-SAI(321 arc 91/836 Kp)*
GB: SOAS(Pam. S.E.Asia 16/515.916)
SG: ISEAS(90/63407)
US: LC(Report on the Kyaukku temple)

Report on the literary work performed on behalf of Government during the year 1879-80 / by E. Forchhammer. Rangoon : Govt. Pr., 1882. 14, XL p. – Caption title: An account of the investigation, collection, and preservation of Pali, Burmese, Sanskrit, and Talaing literature in Burma during the year 1879-80
Subject(s): Burma
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 920; P/T 1812*; V 10242(d))
US: ICN(Eames Z153.31) RPB

Forchhammer, Emil
➔Forchhammer, Emanuel

Ford, Daniel <b. 1931>
ISBN 1560980117
Subject(s): Chennault, Claire Lee
GB: BL(YA.1993.b.10598) SOAS(E Coll 3 U /21)

ISBN 1560985410
GB: BL(YK.1996.a.3863)

The lady and the tigers
➔Greenlaw, Olga Sowers

Ford Foundation
First interim report June 1960 : International Development Services, Inc. in Burma
➔International Development Services <New York>

HIV/AIDS and cross-border migration : a rapid assessment of migrant population along the Thai-Burma (Myanmar) border regions
➔Oppenheimer, Edna

Indonesia and Burma
➔Arnold, Edwin A.

➔Managing democratic transition in Burma
➔Report of the meeting of agriculturalists, Mandalay, Burma, September 27-28, 1961

Report to the Ford Foundation and the University of Florida on University College, Mandalay
➔Jones, William Ellis

Report to the Ford Foundation on the Burma program of the International farm youth exchange. 1956- . – Washington [etc.]. – Annual. – Variant title: International farm youth exchange
Earlier reports included in the 4-H Club Foundation's Report to the Ford Foundation on the regular program of the International farm youth exchange.
Subject(s): International Farm Youth Exchange Project

Sexuality, reproductive health and violence : experiences of migrants from Burma in Thailand
➔Caouette, Therese M.

Foreign Affairs Association
➔Burma ; Vol. 1, no. 1

Foreign Area Materials Center < New York >
➔Southeast Asia : a bibliography

[‘Foreign Bank Publications. Burma], [1950] – Title supplied by cataloger. Forms part of the Center for Research Libraries Foreign Bank Publications collection which includes administrative reports of varying frequency, reports to stockholders, staff publications, topical publications including balance of payments, economics (indicators, indices, surveys, etc.), finance, imports/exports, investment, research reports, statistics, stocks and bonds from banks, both public and private, located outside of the United States
Note: Consists of a collection of bank reports from Union Bank of Burma
US: CRL(MONOGRAPHS Bank)

Foreign Department report on Chin Lushai Hills
➔India / Foreign and Political Department

Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions

GB: SOAS: 1996 (L GB330/735276)

Foreign Investment Commission → Burma <Union> / Foreign Investment Commission


Subject(s): Foreign investment incentive schemes: Myanmar / Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific


SG: ISEAS(HG5720.5 F71

Foreign investment laws of Myanmar / commissioned by Directorate of Investment & Company Administration; comp. by Philips Fox. – Melbourne: Ph. Fox. – 2 vols., loose-leaf. – Transl. from the Burmese

ISBN 0646080369

Subject(s): Burma: Investments, Foreign - Law and legislation

GB: SOAS(L A345.910387/731227)
US: CU(Kroch HC422.A1 F67+)


Contents: Foreign investments in Burma by country - Foreign investments in Burma by contract

Subject(s): Burma: Investments, Foreign

US: LC(HG5720.7.A2 F67)

Ref.: OCLC 51741489

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1997.a.174)
US: LC(HG5720.7.A2 F67)


Note: Includes sections on Burma from: U.S.G.P.O. maps, Culturgram, Background notes, Country commercial guide, and Foreign labor trends. - Kept up-to-date with latest versions of each item included.

Subject(s): Burma: International trade; Commercial law; Export marketing; Civilization; Economic conditions; Commerce - United States.

United States: Commerce - Burma

Ref.: OCLC: 54080436

Foreign Missions Conference of North America / Committee of the Indian Literature Fund

→ Committee of the Indian Literature Fund

Foreign Office confidential papers relating to China and her neighbouring countries, 1840-1914 → Lo, Hui-Min

Foreign Policy Association < New York >

→ Asia and the Far East: selected readings

Burma: land of golden pagodas → Trager, Frank Newton

Empire’s end in Southeast Asia → Thompson, Virginia McLean


Subject(s): Burma: Foreign relations, 1948-

D: H 222(31.07.10/8)

FD-SAI(reg 60 K 11 ; 325 pol 86/857)*

F: BIULO(GEN.III.24446)

GB: BL-APAC(T 29319) LSE(BLPES DS530.4 B97)

OUL(IND Burma 7 d 38) SOAS(GB327/360.362)*

SG: ISEAS(DS530.6 B96)


YU(SML DS485 B892 B85)

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 90/63458)

US: CU(Kroch DS530.4.F71 1973 ; Microfiche 887 SEI 90 63458) LC(Microfiche 90/63458 (D))

NIU(SEA DS258.7.M924 1973)

UCB(Main DS528.7.M9 1973)


15/16 Suppl., Pt.1: Burma, Malaya and Singapore; East Asia-Pacific region; Cambodia

Foreign Service Institute < Washington >

Spoken Burmese → Khin

Foreign specialist in government service in Burma. – [Rangoon, 1958.]


Foreign Tax Association < U.S. >

→ Tax digests of the world

Foreign Tax Law Association → Burma income tax service → Commercial laws of Burma
Foreign trade development in South and Southeast Asia, 1950 - 52. – [Washington, D.C.:] August 25, 1953. IV, 26 p. – (Intelligence report / Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research ; 6349) – in: O. S. S., State Department : Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. VIII, reel 7(0150) p. 4: Burma
D: GÓ-SUB(MA 82-112/78)*
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: LC(Microfiche 95/63431 (K))

Subject(s): Burma : Forestry law and legislation

Forest Management and Inventory < Myanmar >
→ National Forest Management and Inventory

The Forest manual. 1st ed. – Calcutta, 1930. – Earlier ed.: s. The Burma forest manual
Subject(s): Burma : Forests and forestry ; Forestry law and legislation

Burma: Commerce - Statistics

Foreign trade statistics – [Tokyo.] – Added title and text in Japanese
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce - Statistics ; Commerce - Japan - Statistics

Japan - Commerce - Burma - Statistics
SG: ISEAS(DOC 2343)

Subject(s): Burma : Commerce - Statistics ; Periodicals

D: HD-SAI:1992-93 (325 stat 97/3524)*
GB: LSE: 1993/94 (SML UNCAT106539, corr. inserted at end)
US: UY(SML UNCAT106539, corr. inserted at end)

Forests

Forest Committee < Burma >
→ Burma Forest Committee

Forest Department Working Meeting on Development of a Forestry Extension Organization in Myanmar < 1.1993, Yangon >
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 358589)

Forest Enquiry Committee
Subject(s): Burma : Teak ; Logging - Law and legislation - Burma ; Leases
GB: BL:IS.Bu.18/11)*, SOAS(L.GB 634/183.242)*
US: CU(Kroch HD9769,T43 B933 1937a+)

Forest Resource Environment Development and Conservation Association
Medicinal plants of Myanmar : identification and uses of some 100 commonly used species
→ Kyaw Soe

Forest research in India (to 1947/48.) and Burma. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., Govt. of India ; Dehra Dun: Forest Research Institute and Colleges
< Progress report of forest research work in India
pt.1. The Forest Research Institute
pt.2. Reports from Burma and Indian states. – 1931/1932 to 1937/1938 called Provincial reports
Subject(s): Burma: Forests and forestry - Periodicals
1953/54 (inf Zs 377)*
2: 1947/48-1957/58 (inf Zs 377)*
GB: BL-DSS(3996.940000)
BL: 1: 1947/48-1964/65 (incompl.) ((P) DG 00 -E(100))
2: 1945/46-1966/67 ((P) DG 00 -E(101))
CUL: 1938-1950/51 (OP.3150.634.01)
1951-1960 (OP.3150.634.06)
1961-1967 (OP.3150.634.08)
BL-APAC: 1931/32 (IOR/V/24/1264)
1932/33-1937/38 (IOR/V/24/1265-1270)
1938/39.1 (IOR/V/24/1271)
1939/40 (IOR/V/24/1272)
1940/41 (IOR/V/24/1273)
1941/42.1-1944/45.1 (only pt.1)
1945/46 (IOR/V/24/1278)
1946/47 (IOR/V/24/1279)
1947/48.1 (IOR/V/24/1280)
1948/49.2 (ST 846)
US: LC(SD235.B8 F67 1993)
Subject(s): D: HD-SAI (in: reg 60 R 24 GF)*
Subject(s): Burma: Forests and forestry; Forest conservation; Forest management
US: LC(SD235.B8 F67 1993)

Forest research in India: a practical treatise on the detection of forgery dealing with the languages of India
→Hardless, Charles R.

Subject(s): Karen: Burma
Burma: Forced migration; Refugees; Human rights
US: CRL(GenCollec E-11522)
CU(Kroch +) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize) & YU(SML +)
Ref.: OCLC41904043

Forrest, Aubrey L. <b. 1934>
Subject(s): Gautama Buddha
Burma : Constitution
US: IEN(Diss 378 NU 1958)

Forrest, George
→ The journeys and plant introductions of George Forrest

Forrest, George William David Stack <1845-1926>
→ A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon.
→ ... 2nd ed.

Forschungsinstitut der Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung < Bad Godesberg >
→ Wirtschaftsvereinbarungen (Handels-, Zahlungs-, Kredit- und Investitionsvereinbarungen) zwischen kommunistischen Staaten und Entwicklungsländern ; 1960 – 1970

Forschungsstelle für Agrarstruktur und Agrargenossenschaften der Entwicklungsländer e. V. <Heidelberg>
→ Stand und Formen der Mechanisierung der Landwirtschaft in den asiatischen Ländern

Forsyth, Thomas Douglas <1827-1886>
US: BL-APAC(Tr 606)*

Forteath, G. M. <b. 1909>
ISBN 1-872795-07-2
Subject(s): Forteath, G. M. <b. 1909>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Participation, Gurkha ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:BL(YK.1994.a.209)
SOAS(GB959.10452092/621852* ; E Coll 3 M /27)
US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D811 F65 A37 1991

Forteath, H. H.
Working plan for the reserved forests of the Madaya range in the Mandalay Division
→ Working plan < Mandalay: Madaya >

Fortescue, G. K.
→ Subject index of books

Fortescue, John William
Fortune economic journal ... 1.1,1994- . – Yangon: Seven Dragon Myanmar Enterprise. Illus. – In Burmese
Note: Business and economics in Burma.
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions - Periodicals ; Commerce - Periodicals
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche (o)94/63415)
US: CU: 1.1994 (Kroch + HC422 .A1 U16 ; Fiche 887 (o) 94/63414)

Forty, George
[Fourteenth Army at war]
ISBN 0-7110-1161-3

Subject(s): Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma - Army, XIV

D: M-BSB(4 85.306)
GB: BL(X 805/3037)   CUL(9538.b.237)

Forum-Asia
Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development

ISSN 0532-2898

Burma weekly bulletin
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals
(Menzies serial DS527.F6 ceased)

HD-SAI: 1.1,1962-12.11,1974 incomplete (reg 60 Z 12)
Musée Guimet(F III.49344)
Paris-Dir. Document. Française:
1.1,1962-11.21,1973 (L. 984)
BL-APAC: 1962- (incompl.) (SV 495)
OUl(IND Retind)

SG: ISEAS: 1-12 (DS530.1 F74)
1.2- (Microfilm 104)
NUS: 3-18 (incompl.) (DS530 1 F)
TH:CU: 1.1962-7.1968 (CL ; CMUCL ; KASML ; NLTPS ; KASKP)
LC: 1962- (incompl.) (DS485.B79F67 ; Microfiche (o) 90/63402)
(SEA Per-DS527 .F675)
NNC(Lehman DS485.B79 F6 incompl.)
NYPL(Research-M10 7813 incompl.)
UC(NRLF DS485.B79 F6 ; SRLF E000940908 incl.)
YU: 1.1962- (SMl DS485 B79 F67 +)
Ref.: OCLC 49607277 ; 17270398 ; 1780892

Fosdick, H. E.
The meaning of prayer ... / by H. E. Fosdick; transl. by Ma Mary. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1930. 152 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 a 44)*

Foster, Brian L.
Social organization of four Mon and Thai villages / Brian L. Foster. – New Haven, Conn.: Human Relations Area Files, 1977. 4 v. (XIII, 810 p.), illus., chiefly tables, bibliogr. p. 805-810. – (HRAFlex books : Ethnography series)
Subject(s): Mon : Social life and customs
Thailand : Ethnology ; Social life and customs - Mon
F: BMH
US: CU: (GN635.T4 F75)

Foster, Charles
Child's book about Jesus written in English / by Charles Foster. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1911. 228 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw-Karen
GB: BL(11103 a 43)*

Foster, Dorothy Fay
Mission: rescue! : adventuring for Christ from Tibet to Burma
Morse, LaVerne

Foster, Frank
Comrades in bondage / by Frank Foster. Foreword by Lord Birdwood of Anzac and Totnes. – London [etc.]: Skeffington, [1946]. X, 144 p., front., plates, photos, illus.
GB: BL(09059 a 54)*

Foster, Geoffrey
Subject(s): Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma - Army - Division, 36th
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British
GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /808398 ; E Coll 3 K /32)
Burma Bibliographical Project

US: PCarlMH(MHI D759.53 36th.F67 1946)
Ref.: OCLC 20762802

Foster, William <1863-1951>
→Early travels in India, 1583-1619
GB:BL(WP 5063/2)*
A guide to the India Office records, 1600 – 1858
→Great Britain / India Office
A new account of the East Indies

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
The cluster of gems / by Ray Carr [pseud.]. – London : Skeffington, 1930. 288 p. -- Herbert 672
GB:BL(NN 19548)*

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
Herbert 311
Subject(s): Burma : History -'1824-1948 ; Politics and government ; Social life and customs

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
Subject(s): Burma : Kings and rulers ; History <1824-1948>

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
They reigned in Mandalay [: a history of Burma under Kings Min Htōn Min and Thi Paw] 1st publ. / E. C. V. Foucar. – London : Dobson, 1946. 165 p., illus., plates, ports., facsim, bibliogr. incl. in "Author's note".
Subject(s): Burma : Kings and rulers ; History <1824-1948>

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
Herbert 311
Subject(s): Burma : History -'1824-1948 ; Politics and government ; Social life and customs

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
GB:BL(NN 13790)*

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
GB:BL(NN 19548)*
US:LC(PZF823Mo)

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
The red tiger : an adventure in Rangoon / by Ray Carr [pseud.] – London : Skeffington, 1929. 288 p. -- Herbert 672
GB:BL(NN 14943)*

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
Subject(s): Burma : History

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
Subject(s): Burma : Kings and rulers ; History <1824-1948>

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
Subject(s): Burma : Kings and rulers ; History <1824-1948>

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
GB:BL(NN 19548)*
US:LC(PZF823Mo)

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
The red tiger : an adventure in Rangoon / by Ray Carr [pseud.] – London : Skeffington, 1929. 288 p. -- Herbert 672
GB:BL(NN 14943)*

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
Subject(s): Burma : History

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
Subject(s): Burma : Kings and rulers ; History <1824-1948>

Foucar, Emile Charles Victor <b. 1894>
They reigned in Mandalay [: a history of Burma under Kings Min Htōn Min and Thi Paw] 1st publ. / E. C. V. Foucar. – London : Dobson, 1946. 165 p., 6 p. of plates., bibliogr. incl. in "Author's note".
Subject(s): Burma : Kings and rulers ; History <1824-1948>
Foulquier


GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 78)

Foundation for Southeast Asian Art and Culture

< New York >

Doris Duke : the Southeast Asian art collection

→ Tingley, Nancy <b. 1948>

Foundation for the Promotion of Social Sciences and Humanities / Textbooks Project

The Burmese government and the ethnic minority groups

→ Phaonphimon Trichot

Fouquerey, Charles <1869-1956>

Les pagodes d'or

→ Loti, Pierre

Fouquet, Gaëtan

A pied en Birmanie : la traversée de la Birmanie de l’Inde à la Chine par deux jeunes gens / Gaëtan Fouquet. 46 photos de l’auteur, 85 dessins de LEP d’après les documents de l’auteur. – Paris: Susse, 1944. 130 p., illus., cartes. – (Collection Voyages et aventures)

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 C 27)*

F: BNF(8° G.14592(4)) BMH

US: LC(DS485.B81F6) YU(Mudd Eefb 944F)

Fournier, Jean-Baptiste

→ Colloque les refugies d’Asie du Sud-Est leur insertion en France < 1989, Paris >

Actes du Colloque ...

Four hundred fifty-ninth Fighter Squadron

→ Fielder, James M.

A history of the 459th Fighter Squadron

Four Myanmar plays / transl. by Htin Aung. – Calcutta : Oxford Univ. Pr., 1937. 1 v. (var. pags.)


Subject(s): Burmese drama.

SG: ISEAS(PL3988 F77)

Four pledges / issued by the Directorate of Information, Burma. – Rangoon : [Govt. Print. and Staty., (for M. of Inform.), 1949. 15 p. – Speeches by the Burmese Prime Minister and others

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 E 107 Kp)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.215/12)*


GB: BL(11103 a 53)*

BL-APAC(Karen B.3)

Fourth country programme for Burma

→ Country programme for Burma

Four-year plan

[Four-year plan ; 1]


Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy

US: HU(Widener WID-LC HC422.B93x 1957 f)
Four year plan of capital expenditures / Ministry of National Planning. [1956/60.] – Rangoon, 1957. 246 l. in var. foliations.
Subject(s): Burma : Capital budget ; Economic policy
D: KI-ZBW(Y 19,613)

D: B-SBB(32 FN 1; 1260 Haus 1)
GB: SOAS(MF 3990 Box 3)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche A461)
US: LC(Microfiche 5182, D-1260 (H)) – NNIU(Microforms Microfiche HJ2154.7.B8751970Z) – NNC UCLA

[Four-year plan ; 2]
Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy ; Development plans
AU: ANU(Chifley HC422.A47 1961)
D: B-SBB(32 FN 1; 236 [microfiche] Haus 1)
HD-SAI(reg 60 G 264)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.225/6)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (165))
SOAS(GB 380/156.633)*
SG: ISEAS(HC497 B9B96S)
US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8 A551961)
LC(HC437.B8 A55 1961)
NYPL: NNIU(SEC HC437.B8 A551961)
UCB(139 p., tables, app.

D: HD-SA(M 61)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A461)
US: LC(Microfiche 5182, D-236 (H)) – NNIU(FA MICROFICHE HC437.B8 A434) – UCSD

[Four-year plan ; 2 : draft outline]
Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy
D: HD-SA(reg 60 G 264)*
GB: LSE(BLPES Govtpubl. 591 (176))
SOAS(GB 380/156.633)*
SG: ISEAS(HC497 B9B96S)
US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8 A5531961)
LU(139 p., tables, app.

GB: OIOC(ORB.2000a.1626)
UC(PL-361-946 ; PL-361-946)

GB: SOAS(GB959.104/808052)

ditto. Repr. with additional material. – ibd., December 2000. 166 p., illus. incl. bibliogr. ref.
ISBN 0953787605 (pbk.)
GB: LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; COLL. P 13426, Special)
SAS((591):091) – OAU(Adlen SE Asia) & UCI(Langson) & UCLA(YRL) & UCSD(SSH) : DS530.4.F69 2000

ditto. : suit for divorce and alimony. In the Court of the Recorder of Rangoon, civil regular no. 20 of 1876. – [Rangoon :] British Burma Advertiser Pr., [1876?]. II, 12a, 129, 27 p. – This case was brought under the Indian Divor act

Fowle, Charlotte Rebecca Webster
Fowle vs. Fowle : suit for divorce and alimony. In the Court of the Recorder of Rangoon, civil regular no. 20 of 1876. – [Rangoon :] British Burma Advertiser Pr., [1876?]. II, 12a, 129, 27 p. – This case was brought under the Indian Divor act

Subject(s): Fowle, Edward
Burma, Lower : Court of the …
US: MuU
Ref.: OCLC 29145691

Fowells, Gavin From the dogs of war to a brave new world and back again: Burma47 / Gavin Fowells. – London: Gavin Fowells, 1999. 84 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref.
ISBN 0953787605
Subject(s): Biographies - Nationalists, Burmese : Aung San <1915-1947> ; Aung San <1915-1947> : Assassination ; Co <U> : Trials, litigation, etc.
Prime Ministers, Burmese - Biographies : Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalists - Biographies ; Statesmen - Biographies ; Trials - Assassination ; History <1824-1948> ; Politics and government <1824-1948> : Military operations ; Occupation, Japanese <1942-1945>

Report on the second four year economic plan

Four year plan of capital expenditures

Fowle, Charlotte Rebecca Webster
Fowle vs. Fowle : suit for divorce and alimony. In the Court of the Recorder of Rangoon, civil regular no. 20 of 1876. – [Rangoon :] British Burma Advertiser Pr., [1876?]. II, 12a, 129, 27 p. – This case was brought under the Indian Divor act

Subject(s): Fowle, Edward
Burma, Lower : Court of the …
US: MuU
Ref.: OCLC 29145691

Fowells, Gavin From the dogs of war to a brave new world and back again: Burma47 / Gavin Fowells. – London: Gavin Fowells, 1999. 84 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref.
ISBN 0953787605
Subject(s): Biographies - Nationalists, Burmese : Aung San <1915-1947> ; Aung San <1915-1947> : Assassination ; Co <U> : Trials, litigation, etc.
Prime Ministers, Burmese - Biographies : Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalists - Biographies ; Statesmen - Biographies ; Trials - Assassination ; History <1824-1948> ; Politics and government <1824-1948> : Military operations ; Occupation, Japanese <1942-1945>

Report on the second four year economic plan

Four year plan of capital expenditures
Bibliographical description

Fowler, Henry Weed <1878-1965>
Subject(s): Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia : Catalogs
Burma : Fishes - Type specimens
F: Orsay-Paris 11-BU Sciences
Ref.: OCLC 26922116

Fowler, John Townshend
Subject(s): Burma : Education
GB: BL(14302 i 10)* BL-APAC(BL-APAC(Bur D 955)
SG: NUS-SC(Closed Stacks QL309 Faucc)

Fowler, William Weekes <1849-1923>
Coleoptera : general introduction and Cicindelidae and Paussidae / by W. W. Fowler. – London [etc.]: Taylor and Francis [etc.], 1912. XVI, 528 p., illus., gloss., index. – (The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma)
Subject(s): Burma : Cicindelidae ; Paussidae ; Tiger beetles ; Ground beetles ; Ground beetles ; Beetles
D: B-SBB(Lv 12910 Haus 2 NILS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 145)
MG: NUS-SC(Closed Stacks QL309 Fauc)
US: CU(Entomology QL592.I4 F7 ; Film 5083 Reel 3 no.2)
F: MNHN
GB: BL-DSS(L60/614) BL-APAC(V 7578) OUL(RSL Stack 189941 d. 21 ; OUM Entomol. 8352 d. 5)
SG: NUS-SC(Closed Stacks QL309 Fauc)
US: CU(Entomology QL592.I4 F7 ; Film 5083 Reel 3 no.2)
F: MNHN
GB: BL-DSS(L60/614) BL-APAC(V 7578) OUL(RSL Stack 189941 d. 21 ; OUM Entomol. 8352 d. 5)
SG: NUS-SC(Closed Stacks QL309 Fauc)
US: CU(Entomology QL592.I4 F7 ; Film 5083 Reel 3 no.2)
F: MNHN

Fox, C. S.
A review of the mineral industries of India and Burma during 1940. – 1942. 79 p., tables. – For official use only
Ref.: Bookseller

Fox, Joseph<br/1917>
The seventh son of the seventh son : over seventy years memorabilia / Joseph Fox. – [Melbourne:] J. Fox, 1996. VI, 310 p. – Cover subtitle: 1920s to 1990s : from the East End of London to West Africa, India, Burma, Israel, USA, New Zealand and Australia
ISBN 0646273604
Subject(s): Fox, Joseph<br/1917>
Great Britain : Army - Officers - Biography
US: NIU(Entomology QL573 F68 1912 ; Ornithology QL691 I4 O2)

Foxworth, Fred William<br/1877>
SG: NUS(Closed Stacks SD333 Fox)

Foy, E. G.
Subject(s): Burma : Water Supply - Mandalay ; Public Health - Water Supply - Mandalay
Mandalay : Water Supply ; Public Health
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/32)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/841/8)

Subject(s): Burma : Water Supply - Mandalay ; Public Health - Water Supply - Mandalay
Mandalay : Water Supply ; Public Health
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/31)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/841/7)

Notes on indents for pipes and other stores for water works / E. G. Foy. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma] (for P. W. S.), 1902. 22 p., plans.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/19)*

Subject(s): Burma : Wells - Rangoon
Rangoon : Wells
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/18)* BL-APAC(W 7769)

Fraedrich, Dieter
D: BO-UB(ZRC816-1985,4)

1. ptie. Extrait du Journal de la campagne ... de la Baleine, commandée par le Sr. Flouest ... 12 février 1782 jusqu’au 28 mars 1786.
2. ptie. Description du Pegu.
Subject(s): French : Burma
Pegu : Description and travel
Burma : History.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 145)
F: BNF(O2 l.235)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ch 145.14 Pamphlet vol. )
LC(DS485.B81C6)

France /[Government]
Exchange of notes between His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom and the French Government extending to Burma the agreement of July 15, 1938, regarding documents of identity for aircraft personnel

Sectoral energy demand in Myanmar
[Treaty <1960.10.1>]

Les accords frontaliers entre la Birmanie et la Chine
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France / Ambassade < India > / Centre de Sciences Humaines
Wooing the generals : India's new Burma policy
→ Egreteteau, Renaud

France / Ambassade < Rangoon >
→ Nouvelles de Birmanie

France / Ambassade < Rangoon > / Services de l'expansion économique
→ Les procédures douanières au Myanmar

France / Centre d'Accueil et d'Information desFrançais à l'Etranger
→ Birmanie. – 1989

France / Conseil Économique et Social
→ Les relations extérieures de la France avec le Viet-nam, le Cambodge, le Laos, la Taïlande et la Birmanie

France / Direction de la Documentation
→ Aspects actuels de la question Birmane

Constitution de l’Union Birmane
→ Birma < Union >
[Constitution 1947.09.28 <French>]
→ L’Union Birmane

France / Direction des Archives Diplomatiques et de la Documentation
→ Les accords frontaliens entre la Birmanie et la Chine

France / Direction des Relations Économiques Extérieures
→ Les procédures douanières au Myanmar

France / Ministère des Affaires Étrangères
→ Mission Pavie Indo-Chine <1879-1895>
Géographie et voyages

France / Ministère des Colonies
→ Mission Pavie Indo-Chine <1879-1895>
Géographie et voyages

France / Ministère des Finances et des Affaires Économiques / Institut National de la Statistique et des Études Économique < Paris >
→ Institut National de la Statistique et des Études Économique < Paris >

France / Ministère de l'Instruction Publique et des beaux-arts
→ Mission Pavie Indo-Chine <1879-1895>
Géographie et voyages

France / Ministère du Commerce
→ Birmanie : législation commerciale

France / Service Hydrographique et Océanographique
→ Instructions nautiques

La France et l’Angleterre dans l’Indochine
→ Lehaut, Philipp
La chute des Alompra ...

Subject(s): Galliani, Francesca : Exhibitions
Burma : Pictorial works - Exhibitions
US: HU(Fine Arts)

Francesco, Anne Marie
HK: HKUL (658.049 F815 i)

Francis, Charles M.
Subject(s): Burma : Mammals - Identification
US: YU(Kline QL729 S66 F73 2001 (LC))

ISBN 0883590522
SG: ISEAS(QL729 A9F81)
US: CU(Mann QL729.A785 F73 2001)
NYPL(Research JFC 01-1663)
UCD(Shields QL729.S65 F73 2001)
WU(Primate Center Library QL 728 S66 F72 2001)

Francis, E. W.
The acts of the Apostles in Ahraing Khumi …
→ Bible, N.T. : Acts < C h i n : Khumi >
The epistle of St. James in Ahraing Khumi …
→ Bible, N.T. : Catholic Epistles: James < C h i n : Khumi >
St. John in Ahraing Khumi …
→ Bible, N.T. : John < C h i n : Khumi >
St. Luke in Khumi …
→ Bible, N.T. : Luke < C h i n : Khumi >

Francis, Henry Thomas
→ Jātaka tales

Francis, John L.
Burmah and its people [: photographic views / John L. Francis, photographer. – Myanaung, 194-?] 1 album (24 photographs)
Subject(s): Burma: Photographs; Description and travel - Photographs
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS527.6.F81)

Frank, Irene M.
Across Asia by land: adapted from To the ends of the earth / by Irene M. Frank and David M. Brownstone. – New York: Facts on File, c1991. XII, 112 p., illus., maps, index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Trade and travel routes series)
ISBN 081601874X
Note: Surveys the history of trade routes in Asia, focusing especially on the Silk Road from China to the West, but also including studies of the Ambassador's Road, Burma Road, Eurasian Steppe Route, and Russian river routes.
Subject(s): Burma Road
Silk Road: History
Burma: Trade routes - History; Commerce - History
US: ICNE(3rd Floor CMC HE326.A271991)

Subject(s): Burma Road
Silk Road: History
Burma: Trade routes - History; Commerce - History
US: CU(Uris+HE323.F82); NYPL(JEF 85-197)

Franklin, William <1763-1839>
p. 1 – 25: Observations on the instructions of the Envoy to the court of Burma
p. 26-122: On the commerce of Ava
p. 123-159: Topography and population of Ava
Subject(s): Burma; Commerce; Description and travel
D: HD-SAIf(reg 60 D 116 rara)*
F: P-IF(Y 274 F)
GB:BL(583 f 9) BL-APAC(T 5160)
MY: NL
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS529.3.F82)
US: CLU DN LNH; NIU(SpeCol-FML DS527.5.F724 1811A) PU-SRS UC(NRLF HC434.F7 $B 238 132; SRLF AA0001070523) UoC

Francois Lazarus, Barbara
Le droit bouddhiste birman de la famine / Barbara François Lazarus; sous la direction de André Tunc. – 1984. 267 f. – Paris, Univ. 1 (Panthéon-Sorbonne), thesis (droit privé) 1984
DODA 16, 1993. no.1849
F: Cujas’ Paris1-BU Tolbiac
Grenoble2/3-BU Droit/Lettres(MF 200861/1984/96

Subject(s): Phinney, Frank Dennison; Missionaries
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0363)
Ref.: OCLC 53437335

Franklin, Fredrik
Subject(s): Christianity; Christian sociology.
US: MnU(TC Wilson YMCA Archives BT738.F656x 1952)
Ref.: OCLC 49400532

Franks, Norman Leslie Robert <b. 1940>
The air battle of Imphal / Norman L. R. Franks. – London: Kimber, 1985. 223 p., illus., ports., maps. – Herbert 269
Subject(s): Great Britain; Royal Air Force
Imphal, Battle of, 1944
Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, British
Burma: World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns; World War <1939-1945>- Aerial operations, British
GB: CUL(539.1.c.405.65) OUL: SOAS(E Coll E U/24)
IRL: TCD(HL-107-151)

Fighter pilot’s summer / Norman Franks and Paul Richey. – London : Grub Street ; Cincinnati, OH: Seven Hills Book Distributors, c1993. 248 p., illus., index.
ISBN 0948817712
Subject(s): Richey, Paul Henry Mills <b. 1916>
Great Britain: World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations - Burma - Royal Air Force - Squadron, No. 1
Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; World War <1939-1945>- Aerial operations, British; World War <1939-1945>- Personal narratives, British
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 U/26)
Ref.: OCLC 29507016

ISBN 0950631418.
Subject(s): Great Britain: World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns; World War <1939-1945> – Aerial operations, British; World War <1939-1945> – Aerial operations, British; World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns; World War <1939-1945>- Aerial operations, British; World War <1939-1945>- Personal narratives, British; World War <1939-1945>- Equipment and supplies
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 U/22)

Herbert 269
Subject(s): Great Britain: World War <1939-1945>- Aerial operations - Burma - Royal Air Force - Squadron, No. 1
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Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Arakan State; World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, British; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

Arakan State: History

GB: CUL(539:1.c.405.87) BL-APAC(YC 1990 b 241)
OUL SOAS(E Coll 3 U /23)
IRL: TCD(HL-127-199)
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener WID-LC) & LC & UCB(Main) : D786.F69 1989

Subject(s): Great Britain: World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations - Burma - Royal Air Force - Squadron, No. 1

Arakan State: History

F: BDIC(O 166090)
GB: BL(YC 1989 b 8455) CUL(539:1.c.405.91
OUL SOAS(E Coll 3 U /25)
IRL: TCD(HL-111-811)
Ref.: OCLC 20797164

Franz, Heinrich Gerhard

Burma: Architecture, Hindu
Pagan : Architecture, Hindu

S. 94-105: Stupa und Tempel in Pagan
Subject(s): Burma: Architecture, Hindu

D: HD-SAI(321 his 97/1 ; inf S 7,172)
GB: BL-APAC(V 7593)
OUL(RSL Stack 189941 d. 2r(v.1-) ; OUM Entomol. 8262 d. 1-3)
US: CU(Kroch)

Fraser, Alexander
Report on operations at the Alguada Lighthouse, for ...

→ Alguada Reef Lighthouse

Fraser, Barbara G.
Mantles of merit : Chin textiles from Myanmar, India and Bangladesh

Fraser, David W.

Burma: Monasteries, Buddhist - Pagan ; History <to 1824>

AU: ANU(Chifley large book NA5621.F7)
D: HD-SA(L/200 arc 79/2445)
GB: BL-APAC(V 1989 b 21932)
OUL(SOAS(E Coll 3 U /23))
US: CU(Kroch)

Fraser, George MacDonald "b. 1925"

ISBN 0-00-272660-2 ; 0-00-272687-4 (phbk)

Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Army - Border Regiment - Personal narrative, British


AU: ANU(Chifley D767.6.F74 1992)

Fraser, Tilman "b. 1962"

ISBN 3-515-06870-8

Burma: Monasteries, Buddhist - Pagan ; History <to 1824>

Pagan : History ; Politics and government ; Civilisation

D: HD-SA(L/200 arc 79/2445)
GB: BL-APAC(V 1989 b 21932)
OUL(SOAS(E Coll 3 U /23))
US: CU(Kroch)

Fraser, Tilman <b. 1962>

ISBN 3-515-06870-8

Burma: Monasteries, Buddhist - Pagan ; History <to 1824>

Pagan : History ; Politics and government ; Civilisation

D: HD-SA(L/200 arc 79/2445)
GB: BL-APAC(V 1989 b 21932)
OUL(SOAS(E Coll 3 U /23))
US: CU(Kroch)
The prayer of faith / J. O. Fraser. (Ed. by Mary E. Allbutt.) – London : China Inland Mission, Overseas Missionary Fellowship, 1958. 30 p. – Selection from the writings of Fraser quoted in: Behind the ranges by Mary G. Guinness.

GB: BL(3458 ff 11)*

The prayer of faith
→ also Fraser, Roxie M. : Fraser and prayer

Fraser, John Foster <1868-1936>
Quaint subjects of the king / by John Foster Fraser with 68 full-page plates from photographs. – London ; New York [etc.]: Cassell, 1909. XV, 304 p., 68 pl. (incl. front., facsims.)

Contents: The Kachins and Chins of Upper Burma.

Subject(s): Kachin ; Chin

Upper Burma : Ethnology

GB: BL(10007 bb 38)* OUL(RHO Stack 100.221 r. 1)

US: LC(GN590.F8) NYPL(CX)

Ref.: OCLC 2212504

Round the world on a wheel : being the narrative of a bicycle ride of 19236 miles through 17 countries and across 3 continents by John Foster Fraser, S. Edward Lunn, and F. H. Lowe / written by John Foster Fraser. With 100 illustrations. – London : Methuen, 1899. XII, 304 p., illus., pl., facsims. – p. 235-275: Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

GB: BL(12204 d 17/30)*

ditto. – ibd., 1919. XVI, 558 p.

p. 250-289: Burma

GB: BL(12005 d 7)*


Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel.

US: CU(Kroch DS801 .A83 v.26) CL(As552 .Y8)

Fraser, James Denholm
Account of dyes and dyeing in Burma / [signed J. D. Fraser.]

Subject(s): Burma : Trades and industries - Textiles

F: BIULO(Mél. 8° 426)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.120/2)* BL-APAC(V 440 .F84)

OUL(BOD Bookstack 1785 d.9)

Fraser, James Outram <1886-1938>
Handbook of the Lisu (Yawyn) language / [ J. O. Fraser.]

p. 69-108: English-Lisu vocabulary

Subject(s): Lisu language

GB: BL(12911 ff 6; I.S.Bu.197/20)* BL-APAC(V 4426)*

OUL(BOD Nuneham Indo-Chin. d.104)

SOAS(GPE Lisu 415/14.844 ; 232.9695)*

NL: IK(XVI bg 1)

US: CU(Kroch PL4001.L7 F84) ILinL(495.8 H23)

LC(PL4001.L6F7 ; 4PM87) MIU NYPL(*OY) OCLC YU(LSF-Request Fxd L632 F86)

→ Lisu catechism and hymn book
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Fraser, William Alexander <1859-1933>
The eye of god and other tales of East and West / by W. A. Fraser. – New York : Doubleday and McClure, 1899. 4, 200 p., front.  
Contents: The eye of a god - "King for a day" - Djalma - God and the pagan - His passport - The conversion of Sweet-Grass.  
US: CU(Annex PR6011 R23 E9)  
LC(PZ3.F865E)

Fraser, William Gordon  
Old Rangoon / by W. G. Fraser. – [Rangoon,] 1935. 19 p., map. – (Journal / Burma Research Society : Supplement ; 1)  
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/111 Suppl.1 Haus 2 NfLS)  
GB: BL-APAC(P/V 19)*  
NL: KB   KITLV(M ss 318 M+)  
US: LC(719 023 Haus 2)  
HD-SAI(320 kul 87/453)*  
AU:ANU(Chifley NK9900.7.B93F73 1985)  
Ref.: OCLC 21017829

Fraser-Lu, Sylvia  
Subject(s): Burma : Art objects ; Art objects, Buddhist : Art, Burmese ; Decorative arts ; Civilisation  
AU:ANU(Chifley lge bk NK1052.6.A1F73 1994)  
NLA(YYq 745.72609591 F841)  
D: B-SBB(719 023 Haus 2)  
HD-SAI(320 kun 95/12 GF)*  
NL: KB   KITLV(M ss 318 M+)  
Ref.: OCLC 21017829

Siegfried M. Schwertner  
Note: For the past 200-300 years the art of lacquer has been one of the show industries of Burma. Early travellers to that country have commented most favourably on it and it would be a rare Burmese household or monastery which did not have at least a few prized pieces of lacquer. The initial impetus for the development of the craft in all probability came from neighbouring China and Thailand, but Burmese creative genius channelled it in new and unique directions. Burma’s polychrome incised wares are unsurpassed for their boldness and liveliness of design while its gilt moldeed lacquer inlaid with glass mhd-SAcoutshines’ European ormolu work in its sheer sumptuous effect. The best of Burma’s gold-leaf design work is equal to that of Thailand, the leading exponent of the craft in South-East Asia. Painted wares, too, are emblematic of a robust folkcraft tradition. Over the years the Burmese lacquer worker has been most adept at adapting to changing circumstances brought about by the colonial experience and post-war independence. To meet the needs of a diverse clientele, artisans have added different colours, new forms and experimental techniques to the repertoire. Despite modern innovations, the lacquer artisan continues to draw strength from the past. Ancient temple murals continue to provide much inspiration and subject matter. This book explains the various technologies practised by lacquer artisans, and describes the various forms, and the use of a wide range of wares. It also introduces the reader to some of the leading exponents of the art in different parts of Burma. Lacquerware collections both within that country and abroad have also been described.  
Subject(s): Burma : Lacquer and lacquering ; Arts, Burmese  
AU:ANU(Chifley NK9900.7.B93F73 1985)  
NLA(YY 745.72609591 F841)  
D: B-SBB(719 023 Haus 2)  
HD-SAI(320 kul 87/453)*  
PA-UB(55/RR 51974 F842)  
Ref.: OCLC 21017829
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Subject(s): Burma ; Hand weaving ; Textiles - History ; Decorative arts - Textiles


Frédéric, Louis <b. 1923>

Burma Bibliographical Project

ISBN 2-01-008291-5
D: FR-UB(GE 82/375) TU-UB(22 A 6878)
GB: SOAS(GA 940/472.070)*
US: CU(Kroch DS523.2.F859)

Frederick, William H.
Not out of hate : a novel of Burma
→Ma Ma Lay

Fredholm, Michael
ISBN 0-275-94370-4
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government -1948- ; Ethnic relations
AU: ANU(Menzies rare book +2136679)
GB: BL(YC 1993 b 8876)
US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Lehman) & UCLA(Arts N7301.L68 1994)
Ref.: OCLC 38582179

Free Burma Coalition
Subject(s): Free Burma Coalition
Burma : Politics and government <1948->
GB: BL(YC 1993 b 8876)
BL-DDS(93/20166)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 F85)
US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & NIU(LE) & NNC(Lehman) & UCB(Main) & UCD(Shield) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH) & UCSC(McHenry) & YU(SML, SEA Ref. Room 315) : DS530.4.F73 1993

→Free Burma now! : action letter of the Free Burma Coalition

Free Burma now! : action letter of the Free Burma Coalition.
→Washington, DC: Free Burma Coalition. Illus. – Quarterly Subject(s): Burma : Human rights - Periodicals ; Democracy - Periodicals ; Politics and government 1988- - Periodicals
US: WU: 2003,winter- (Hist. Soc. Lib.)
Ref.: OCLC 52642007

Free Suu Kyi, Free Burma < Organization >
→'Fear is a habit, I'm not afraid'

Free Suu Kyi, Free Burma Campaign
→Letters to United Nations Secretary General : Burma

Free Burma Coalition
How you can help Burma’s struggle for freedom

Free Burma Front < San Diego, CA >
The bridges to freedom in Burma
→Aung San U
GB: BL(LS.Bu.124/18)*

Free Suu Kyi, Free Burma < Organization >
fee: GB: BL(I.S.Bu.124/18)*

Subject(s): Burma : Liberty ; Economic policy
US: YU(Mudd Nc96 1 1955C)

Subject(s): Burma : Civil rights - Periodicals ; Politics and government - Periodicals

Freedom from fear
→ Aung San Suu Kyi

Freeman, John Haskell <b. 1865>
Subject(s): Burma : Mission ; Missions, American Lao : Social life and customs ; Mission ; Religion ; Description and travel
GB: SOAS(GE 266/145.741)*
US: CRL(A-20712) CHC CU(Annex BV3255.L2 F85) BU(Wideren Ind 10345,2) LC(BV3255.L2 F7) ICR FL NJPT NNC(Butler F87) NNMR
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks MU38 F85) PPrHi
UC(SRLF) UCLA(YRL BV 3255 L2F8)
WU(Memorial Lib.Cutter Coll. DS688 F85) WaWW
ISBN 0837060451
US: CBGTU(Mfiche cab) & HU(Andover-Harv. Theol: Mfiche) & NNUT(Burke Microfiche 84-B1) & YU(Counties, Fiche B4000) : ATLA fiche 1986-0045

Freeman, Michael <b. 1945>
Ancient pagan
→ Stadtner, Donald Martin
Wayfarers of the Thai forest
→ Grunfeld, Frederic V.

Freemasons / "Star of Burmah" Lodge, No 614
The "Star of Burmah" Lodge No 614 E.C. : fifty years' record
→ Bativala, J. C.

Freer, Arthur F.
ISBN 1858217814

Subject(s): Freer, Arthur F. : Fiction.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Fiction, English
SOAS(GB959.10452/808391* ; E Coll 3 E /12) IRL:TCD(HL-179-698)

Freidus, Alberta
→ Asia and Oceania

Freitas, Jordão Apollinario de
Peregrinação de Fernão Mendez Pinto. Nova ed
→ Pinto, Fernão Mendes

Frellick, Bill
No way out, no way in : the crisis of internal displacement in Burma
→ Mason, Jana M.

French, Frederick George <b. 1889>
Geography of Burma / by F. G. French and Lawrence Dudley Stamp. Translated by U Phui: Cin. – Madras: Longmans, 1929. 247 p., 48 maps, illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Economic conditions ; Description and travel
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 657)
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Economic conditions ; Description and travel ; Geography - Textbooks
GB: BL(010057 de 10)* OUL(BOD Camera UB 20652 e.37) IRL:TCD(PAM Ug.14 no.2)
US: Univ of N Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC (NcU)
Burma Biblical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

ma’s Gulf of Martaban. – Bangkok: Mon Information Service, 1996. 9 l., maps. – Other title: Disastrous gas pipeline project in Burma’s Gulf of Martaban
Subject(s): Total compagnie française des pétroles
Unocal Corporation
Burma: Natural gas pipelines - Martaban, Gulf of - Social aspects
Martaban, Gulf of: Natural gas pipelines
US: CRL WU(CTR D-22412)
Ref.: OCLC 35619979

Frehichs, William Edward


Fresh-water algae from Burma
→ West, William

Freudmann, Walter

A: ÖNB(B65.316-B)
B: SBB(216387 Haus 2 NfLS)
Ref.: OCLC 14645655 ; 14645655

D: HH-BW(POL 684:T0017)

Frey, Kurt M.

Note: This is a description of the Allied campaigns in Burma and the importance that secure supply lines played in each of those campaigns.
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; Communications, Military – History ; World War <1939-1945> - Logistics
Ref.: OCLC 52061704

Frey, Lou <b. 1934>

Subject(s): Burma: Narcotics, Control of - International co-operation
US: CU(Olin HV5801 .F89 1973)
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French, George Hazen <1841-1935>

Life retrospect of George Hazen French: including many items of entomological interest, with his illuminating notes on endocrinology / introd. by Wallace St. John. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1936. VIII, 139 p., front. (port.).
Subject(s): English language: Idioms, corrections, errors
Burma language: Idioms, corrections, errors
GB: BL(1S.Bu.105/76)*

French, Walter Thomas

1. – XX, 440 l., map.
2. – IV, 1,441-737, bibliogr. l. 728-437
Subject(s): Naga languages
D: HD-SA1(nsp 44.2 A 88/1336)*
GB: BL-APAC(T 47138) SOAS(GPENaga410/499.545)
US: UC(NRLF ; SRLF)

Subject(s): Vietnam: Politics and government - 1945-1975
Ref.: OCLC 38790090

French Total Co[mpany]'s and American Unocal Corp[oration]'s disastrous gas pipeline project in Bur-
Bibliographical description

Friberg, Hans Daniel <b. 1908>

Subject(s): Burma : Leprosy - Hospitals - Rangoon ; Missions, Medical -Rangoon
Rangoon : Hospitals - Leprosy ; Missions, Medical

US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener WID-LC) & NIU(SEA) & UCLA(Law Lib SuDocs) & UCSD(Main Lib Govt. Inform. Ctr, U.S.); : Y4. In8/4: N16

Friedman, Jonathan Ames <b. 1946>

Subject(s): Kachin : Social conditions ; Economic conditions
Burma : Social structure ; Social change ; Asiatic mode of production ; Marxist anthropology ; Social conditions

US: CU(Kroch Film 4686 ; Mann Film 3219)

ISBN 87-480-0130-9
AU: ANU(Menzies DS528.2.K3.F74) NLA(305.19 F9119
D: HD-SAI(300 eth 82/1430)*
GB: BLX(0519/736(2)) SOAS(GB 306/460.663)*
SG: ISEAS(DS528.2.K3F89) NUS(DS528.2 Kac.F)
US: CU(Widener WID-LC) & LC & NRU(Rhees Stacks) & UCB(Main) & USC(McHenry) & UCSD(SSH) : DS528.2.K3 F74 1979


ISBN 0-7619-8933-1 ; 0-7619-8934-X (pbk.)

Summary: "The first edition of System, Structure, and Contradiction was an important step in combining materialist and cultural approaches in a larger framework of social reproduction. This new edition of Friedman’s much-cited work contains the full text of the original volume - never published in North America - along with two related articles by the author, and a comprehensive new introduction that brings his theoretical notions, and the debate over this book, to the present. A classic work of anthropological and social theory, it will be of interest to scholars and their advanced students in anthropology and related disciplines.” – Book jacket.

Subject(s): Kachin : Social conditions ; Economic conditions
Burma : Social structure ; Social change ; Asiatic mode of production ; Marxist anthropology ; Social conditions

D: HD-UB(2000 A 8902) B-SBB(1 A 390352 Haus 2)
GB: BL(URS DS710.F91w) UCLA(Law Lib SuDocs) & UCSB(Main Lib Govt. Inform. Ctr, U.S.) :

UCB(Main J65a .I61.93rd.v.3)
UCD(Shields DOC Y 4.IN 8/4:N 37x Gov Info Stacks)
UCR(Rivera) & UCB(Anthrop.) & UCD(Shields) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH) & UoC(Regenstein Stacks) : DS528.2.K3 F74 1998

Friedland, Wolfgang G.
→ Joint international business ventures

Friedrich, Michael
→ Botschaften an die Götter

Friedrich Naumann Foundation
→ Friedrich-Naumann-Stiftung

Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung
Asien und Afrika in unseren Zeitungen
→ Thiele, Ernst Otto

→ Practices of military business : experiences from Indonesia, Burma, Philippines and South Korea / ed.: Moch. Nurhasim

Friedrich-Naumann-Stiftung
→ ASEA Young Parliamentarians Meeting < 1, 1998, Cebu City, Philippines >
Forgotten victims of a hidden war

Friend, John Francis
The long trek / by John Friend. – London : Muller, 1957. 187 p., port. – Herbert 376
Note: Personal reminiscences of the Burma campaign
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaign
GB: BL(9103 de 10)*
NL: KITLV(M ss 604)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 F91)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 .F91) LC(D767.6.F7) MnU

GB: BL(WP 12745/503)*

Friend of Burma. – Rangoon, [s. n]. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC: 1886-1900 (ORB40/103)

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Anecdotes
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 U /86)

Subject(s): Burma : Pictorial works.
US: CLSU(AFA DS530.65.F77 1998)

Friend-Pereira, Jules
→ Burmese Buddhist law

Friends of Burma
Advent angels in Burma
→ Wilson, James Orville

Friends of Burma at Harvard
Newsletter / Friends of Burma at Harvard. 1.1, Oct. 1993-…
→ Cambridge, Chicago : Friends of Burma at Harvard.
Subject(s): Burmese : United States - Periodicals
Burma : Civilization - Periodicals
(Kroch +E184.B9 F92)


Friends’ Union Charitable Society
Constitution and rules of Friends’ Union Charitable Society.
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 255)

Friends World Committee for Consultation
→ In Burma/Myanmar grave human rights abuses continue while trade is opened up the United Nations response must be strengthened

Subject(s): Soviet Union : Foreign relations - Burma Burma : Foreign relations - Soviet Union
AU:NLA(327.47095 BUL)

Fries, R.
Khasi and Jainta Hills, Garo Hills and Lushai Hills
→ Assam District gazetters ; 10

Naga Hills and Manipur
→ Assam District gazetters ; 9

Friesenbichler, Erwin
Burma : Reich der goldenen Pagoden
→ Babault, Charles

Frietema, H. J.
Note: Findings and recommendations, of a cooperative expert from Holland, on cooperative farming and to promote co-operation in Burma.
D: HD-SAI(325 agr 88/1076 Kp)*
US: CRL(FICHE 95/63561)
CU(Kroch Fiche 887 95 63561)
LC(Microfiche 95/63561 (H))

Frische, Grete
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
US: CU(Kroch DS485 B89F91 1943)

Fritsch, Julia
D: HHInst.f.Ethn.(As 6 Allg 4.100)

Fritzon, Wilgot <b. 1944>
Mäktig Gud : [Yuns dramatiska vittnesbörd om under och lidanden i Kina] / Wilgot Fritzon. – Solna: Ljus i Öster, 2003. 160 s., illus. – Notes: Bygger på författares: Mäktig Gud i Kina ; Mäktig Gud i Burma
ISBN 91-974157-6-6
Yun, broder, 1958-
S: L(604/ 1498) NB(databas 2004)
U(Magasin 4714)
S(Sv2004 3347 plikt UR 040422)
From centrally planned to market economies: the Asian approach / ed. by Pradumn B. Rana and Naved Hamid. – Hong Kong : Oxford ; New York : Oxford Univ. Pr. – Publ. for the Asian Development Bank

Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Economic policy
D: FGBA(96.7562 E10) – NIU(SEA  PR9199.3.F76 1996) – U(Magasin br 1923)
US: LC & HU(Widener WID-LC X) & OAU(ALden SE Asia) & UCB(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCMain Lib) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSU(Riverside) & UCSB(Main Lib) & UCSC(McHenry) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SSL X) : HC412 .F73 1995

ISBN 9748942813
Subject(s): State Law and Order Restoration Council
ASEAN countries – Foreign relations – Burma
Burma : Foreign relations – ASEAN countries
Political violence ; Human rights ; Armed Forces – Political activity.
GB: OUL(IND) – SOAS(GB327/815487)
SG: ISEAS(LC157 B9F93) – NUS(DS530.65 Fro)
US: CU(Kroch DS525.9.B93 F76 1997)

Subject(s): Burma : Literary
D: B-SBB(quer 8° 575 921 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(reg 60 L 7 Kp)*

(Asian studies monographs ; 054)
ISBN 9741300344
Contents:
Pt. I: Conference Papers:
History, simulacrum and the real : the naking of a Thai princess / DR. Jim Tayfor
The changing tide of warfare early Burmese and Siamese accounts confronted / B.J. Terwiel
Suriyothai in the context of Thai-Myanmar history and historical perception / Sunait Chutintaranond
Pt. II: Film and reviews:
Film : never shall we be enslaved
The sgodow of an enemy / Nusara Thaitawat
Fighting the odds / Pimpaka Towira
Aa historical divide / Subhatra Bhumiprabhas
Burmes ties: more the enemy within than the enemy without / Vorapun Srivoranart
Bid to wash away blood with Burma / Vorapun Srivoranart and Jeeraporn Chaisri

Subject(s): Burma : History in literature – Congresses ; Burmese literature – History and criticism – Congresses ; Cultural relations - Thailand – Congresses
Thailand : Cultural relations - Burma - Congresses
From fascist bondage to new democracy
→ The new Burma in the new world

From Rangoon to Bhamo with the naval contingent of the Burma Field Force
→ Warren, Edward

From Steelton to Mandalay. – Steelton, Pa.: The Pennsylvania Steel Company, 1902. [79] p., illus., map. Note: A short description and pictorial history of the construction of the Gokteik Viaduct, Upper Burma, built by the Pennsylvania Steel Company in their bridge works at Steelton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. Subject(s): Gokteik Viaduct < Burma > F: BIULO(GEN.IV.1574) US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare TG113.G6 P41) YU(Mudd Uga6 I36 G56) Ref.: OCLC 28001055 ; ocm3864640

From the hands of the hills
→ Campbell, Margaret

From Trombay to Changi’s a helluva way: the story of Arakan Coastal Forces
→ Goulden, O. A.

Frontier and overseas expeditions from India / comp. in the Intelligence Branch, Division of the Chief in the Staff, Army Head Quarters, India. 6 vols. – Simla ; Calcutta : Govt. Mo- notype Pr. 5. Burma. – 1907. X, 468 p., app. Subject(s): Great Britain : Burma ; Minorities ; Constitution - Public opinion ; History ; Boundaries - History. D: HH-SUB(A/251698) GB: BL(DS443 .I52 1947) SOAS(Pam GB 350/50.361) US: HU(Law UK 602) NIU(SEA JQ443 .A521947) Ref.: OCLC 12936716 ; 54800398

Frost, R. F.
Hand-book of the most common diseases of cattle in Burma... / by R. F. Frost. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., 1897. 3, 4, 126 p. – In Burmese characters US: YU(Fxa8 B92 1897) Ref.: OCLC 43711944

Fry, Charles Luther <b. 1894>
→ India-Burma
Bibliographical description

**Fry**, Maxwell J.
Interest rates in Asia : an examination of interest rate policies in Burma, India, Indonesia. – 1981.
GB: GB-DSC(83/07431)

**Fryer**, Donald Wilfred <b. 1920>
Emerging Southeast Asia : a study in growth and stagnation / Donald W. Fryer.
XIX, 486 p., maps, illus., index, bibliogr. p. 451 to 473. – (McGraw-Hill series in geography)
p. 361-389: The Union of Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Economic development ; Agriculture ; Ethnic groups
D: HD-SAI(300 agr 70/240)
GB: BL(X.520/3095)
SAdS(ICS HC410 FRY)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 141 N)
TH: CU(TIC 21357)
ditto.
ISBN 0-540-00204-6
AU:ANU(Chifley HC412.F75)
GB: BL(X.520/3095) Bristol(Fonts & Social HC441 Fry)
LSE(BLPES HC412 F94, REC TEXT) OUL
SOAS(G330/258895 ; 349892) ULL(KWY Fry)
IRL:TCD(STACK 330.95 10)
TH: CU(TIC 21357)
TH:CU(CL TH & ISIS : 330.959 F948E 1979)
ISBN 0470262982
GB: Bristol(Store 98258)
TH:CU(Sasin 330.959 F948E 1979)
US: BL-Kroch HC412 F94 1979
ditto.
AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet DS528.F79)
GB:BL(10056 e 22)* BL(APAC(V 4415)
ditto. 3rd ed. – ibd., 1875.
GB:BL(BL-Kroch HC412 F94 1979)

**Fryer**, George Edward
Subject(s): Burma : Handbooks, manuals, etc.
D: B-SBB(Up 4906 Haus 2)
GB:BL(10056 e 24)
MY: NL
US:HU-Widernd Ind 8207.17)
YU(SML Yale Class Bj36h 867b)
Ref.: OCLC 48465327

The Khyeng people of the Sandoway District, Arakan / by G. E. Fryer ; with two plates. – Calcutta : Baptist Mission Pr., 1875. 44 p. – Repr. from the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 44.1, 1875, 39-82.
GB:BL(10056 e 22)*
US:ICN
Ref.: OCLC 45345366

GB:BL(14302 i 5)
ditto. : publ. with the sanction of the Chief Commissioner.
GB:BL(14302 i 6)
ditto. 3rd ed. – ibd., 1875.
US: BL-Kroch HC412 F94 1979

**Fu**, Mao-chi
Phonetics of the Lolo language in the Taliang mountains. – Hsichow, 1944. 20 p.
US:HU-Hy
A study on the Lolo manuscript Sii-bo-pá "The origin of the gods" from the Taliang mountains. – Hsichow, 1945. 38 p. – (Monographs on Chinese studies / Huachung University ; ser. 2.1)
US:HU-HY
A study on the Lolo proverbs in and near the Taliang mountains. – Hsichow, 1945. 15 p.
US:HU-HY

**Führer**, Alois
Eines Volkes Seele : Sitten- und Kulturbilder aus Birma / Vortrag, gehalten von Alois Führer ... in der Lesegesellschaft Sursee, 2. Februar 1907.
– [s.l.]: Selbstverlag, 1907. 48 p.
CH:SLB(N 6480/2)

**Fürer-Haimendorf**, Christoph von <b. 1909>
The Konyak Nagas : an Indian frontier tribe / by Christoph von Fürer-Haimendorf.
XII, 111 p., illus., map, recommended reading p. 111. – (Case studies in cultural anthropology) – ISBN 0-03-074565-9
Subject(s): Nagas : Social life and customs ; Anthropological perspectives
D: HD-SAI(229 eth 63/1446)*
GB:BL(X 809/1008) SOAS(JMB 301.2/247.721) Durham
Newcastle
US:LC(DS432.N3F82 1962) NYPL TxHR UC

ISBN 0-7195-3417-8
Subject(s): Nagas : Social life and customs ; Anthropological perspectives
Nagaland : Description and travel
D: HD-SAI(261 eth 83/2130)
F: BMH(DS 432 Naga)
GB:BL(X 809/41702) CUL(631:13.c.95.30) LSE OUL ULL
US:LC(DS432.N3F8 1976b)


Die Stellung der Naturvölker in Indien und Südostasien / von Christoph vonFürer-Haimendorf
in: Die heutigen Naturvölker im Ausgleich mit der neuen Zeit / Diedrich Westermann ; Christoph vonFürer-Haimendorf [etc.] ; hrsg. von Dietrich Westermann. – Stuttgart Enke, 1940., S.s.126-197, Bibliogr. S. 196-197
GB:BL(08157 f 75)*

Fugro Scott Wilson Joint Venture
→Investigation of some selected landslides in 1998

Fujiwara, Iwaichi
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 E 42)

Subject(s): Fujiwara, Iwaichi <b. 1908>
Japan : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma - Personal narratives

India : World War <1939-1945> – Burma - Indian National Army

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Secret service, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Subject(s): Employee rights ; Labor laws and legislation

US: NcD/LAW - K1763 .A946 2002
Ref.: OCLC 50720952


Subject(s): Burma : Employees' rights ; Labor laws and legislation

US: NcD/LAW - K1763 .A946 2002
Ref.: OCLC 50720952

Fundamental rules made by the Secretary of State in Council under section 96-b

→Great Britain / India Office

Fung, Wai-mung, Terry
http://sunzibib.hku.hk/hkuto/record.jsp?B13493814

Subject(s): Burma : Armed Forces - Political activity ; Politics and government.

HK: HKU(Spec.Coll M.A.93 F1)
Ref.: OCLC: 51367143

Fungk, Harald
Burmesisch für Globetrotter / Harald Fungk. 1. Aufl. – Bielefeld: Rump, 1992. 128 S. + Audiokassette - (Kauderwelsch ; 63 )

Subject(s): Burmese language : Descriptive and contrast.

D: HSB(Spra 890/18:Sc)   BPA-UB(55/RR 51968 F981)

Untersuchungen zur Struktur und Funktion der Satzglieder in der modernen burmesischen Umgangssprache / von Harald Fungk. – 1991. 82, 5 Bl. – Berlin, Humboldt-Univ., Diss. 1991

Ref.: DDAO 15.1/2, 1992, 27386
D: FUB(Dq 11/657) HD-UB(92 Q 34)
MA-UB(4° Z 91/2010)

Furneaux, J. H.
→Glimpses of India

Furnivall, John Sydenham <1878-1960>

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2065)
GB: CUL(IND Burma 7 d 44)
US: US Navy Dept Libr, Naval Hist CTR
Ref.: OCLC 16639803

Burma en Ned.-Indië vergeleken en tegenover elkaar gesteld. – Weltevreden: Kolff, 1933. p. 571-589. – Overdruk uit "Koloniale studiën No. 6, 17de jaargang, December 1933".

Ref.: OCLC 55773307

Burma under the Japanese : pictures and portraits

→Nu < U ; Thakin>

Christianity and Buddhism in Burma / by J. S. Furnivall. An address to the Rangoon Diocesan Council, August, 1929. – Rangoon : Peoples’ Literature Committee and House,
Burma Bibliographical Project


Subject(s): Christianity and other religions - Buddhism

Burma : Christianity ; Buddhism ; Buddhism - Relations - Christianity

AU:ANU(Chifley pamphlet BR128.B8.F9)

Ref.: OCLC 27208830 ; ocm45286670


Subject(s):

Great Britain : Colonies - Administration - Comparative studies

Burma : Politics and government <1824-1948> ; Public administration

Netherlands : Colonies - Administration - Comparative studies

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B89 .F8)

Ref.: OCLC409413

Communism and nationalism in Burma

→New forces in Asia


p. 25-30: The era of liberalism, 1800 to 1900. Burma

p. 52-65: Efficiency and social justice, 1900 to 1940. Burma

HRAF(AL1-9) – Herbert 638

Subject(s): Burma : Education

AU:ANU(Chifley reserve 2 HR LA1051.F8 ; Hope Store Bliss J4t F989)

Ref.: OCLC 6435836

ditto.


US: LC(LA1051.F8 1978)


Subject(s): Burma : History <1824-1948> ; Politics and government <1824-1948> ; British

D: SBS(93.4486) HD-SAI(321 hist 67/697)*

GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449) GB:COL(QJ 449)

OUl(SOC DS485.B89.FUR)

SOAS(G 325/318.293)*

ULL(OHNQ Fur)

J: TYB(XII-25-E-30)

SG: NUS(LA1051 Fur)

US: CU(Kroch JO442 P98) KU LC(JQ442 1939.F8)

UCB(S-SEAsia JV412 .F8 1956) UCI UCR UCSC UCLA(YRL DS 485 B89F9 1956) UCSD YU(CCL DS485 B89 F87 1956 (LC) ; SSL EGCC 9A HCs1 F8)

Ref.: OCLC 6435836

ditto. / John S. Furnivall ; ed. by Gehan Wijeyewardene. – Canberra: Dept. of Anthropology, Research School of Pa-
Herbert 191

AU:ANU(Menzies DS529.7.F87 1991)
NLA(N & NL : 959.1 F989 )
D: GÖ-SUB(93 A 3127)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.40270)
GB: BL-DSS(92/22143) CUL(632:2.c.95.19)
NL: KITLV(M ss 219 N)
SAS((591):091)*
SOAS((591):091)*
NL: KITLV(M ss 219 N)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.62 F96) NUS(DS530.63 Fur)
US: CU(Kroch JQ442 .F98 1991)
HU(Widener JQ442 .F98 1991)
LC(DS529.7 .F87 1991)
NIU(SEA DS529.7 .F871991)
UCB   UCLA   UCSD   YU(SML DS529.7 F875 1991)


Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government

AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss lge bk RDqv F989)
NLA(KUCE q405 354.591 FUR)
D: B-SBB(13 VB 442 Haus 1 ; 4° 86 342 Haus 2)
F:  BIULO(GEN.II.181)
GB: BL-APAC
OUL(IND Main Libr Burma 6 d 2a 502892651)
US: C   CU(Kroch & Uris: HC437.B8 F983 1957)


SG: NRL(R) & Tampines & Woodlands(R) : English 959.1 FUR
Ref.: OCLC 52781834

Insein District

→Burma gazetteer

Herbert 225

Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Politics and government ; Economic policy

D: B-SBB(Up 4918/20 Haus 2 NLS) – KI-ZBW(I 17868)
HD-SAI(320 wiw 63/1637)*
GB: BL(08206 a 32) BL-APAC(T 1761)
SOAS(MY: RH)
SG: NRL(R) & Tampines & Woodlands(R) : English 959.1 FUR
Ref.: OCLC 52781834


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 14)*
GB: BL(8204 a 32) BL-APAC(T 1761) SOAS
MY: RH
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 98) NUS(HC497 Bur.F)
US: LC(HC437.B8F8 1938) UCA
UCD(Main Lib HC437.B8 F8 1938) WaU


AU:ANU(Chifley HC422.F86 1957)
D: B-SBB(36 917 Haus 2) – KI-ZBW(I 31,218)
HD-SAI(reg 60 G 15 ; 320 wiw 63/1637)*
GB: BL(8204 a 32) BL-APAC(T 1761) SOAS
MY: RH
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 98) NUS(HC497 Bur.F)
US: LC(HC437.B8F8 1938) UCA
UCD(Main Lib HC437.B8 F8 1938) WaU


Herbert 225

Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Politics and government ; Economic policy

D: B-SBB(Up 4918/20 Haus 2 NLS) – KI-ZBW(I 17868)
HD-SAI(320 wiw 63/1637)*
GB: BL(08206 de 44) CUL(9220.d.632)
OUL(IND Main Libr RETIND 502892647)
SOAS(GB 330/505.425)*
US: HU(Widener Econ 6042.185.10) UoC NCU NYPL
UC(NRLF) UCD YU(MUDD Nc96 I361F)
Ref.: OCLC 27388250


D: B-SBB(4° 62 282 Haus 2) – KI-ZBW(I 19396)
HD-SAI(reg 60 F 53)*
F:  BIULO(Ap VIII 609)
GB: BL(YA.2000.a.21710)
OUL(IND Main Libr RETIND 502892647)
SOAS(GB 330/505.425)*
US: HU(Widener Econ 6042.185.10) UoC NCU NYPL
UC(NRLF) UCD YU(MUDD Nc96 I361F)
Ref.: OCLC 27388250
Further correspondence between the Secretary of State for India and the Government of India

Further correspondence relating to Burma presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty. London : Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1886. 120 p., map. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;] C. 4887) – At head of title: Burmah 3, 1886. Parl. pap. 1886, L, 559. – Microfiche 92.382-384

GB: BL(OPL-RR)* SOAS(L.GB 945/18.343)*

J: TYB(XII-25-E-25) US: NYPL(*SDD) YU(Mudd Nff86 I36 +876g)

Further papers relating to hostilities with Burma

5. 1888.

4. 1887.

Further returns of licenses for the sale of opium and intoxicating liquors issued in Upper Burma since the 1st day of January 1888, showing the number of such licences issued; the times at which they were printed, 29 March 1893. – London : H. M. S. O., [1893]. 59 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;] C. 4892) – At head of title: East India (opium and intoxicating liquors licences) (Upper Burma) – Parl. pap. 1893/94, LXI, 19. – Microfiche 99.580

Subject(s): Burma : Opium trade - Statistics ; License system

GB: BL(OPL-RR)* BL-APAC(P/W 19)


Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government - Congresses

AU: ANU(Menzies JQ443 1974.F87)

D: B-SBB(4° Ser.16 688-35 Haus 2)

GB: BL-DSS(6396.93 v.35) BL-APAC(V 19305)

LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; folio FJF(5)/F82, Special)

SAS((591):308 ; (5-12):308 Box Ohio)

SOAS(L.GB 320/323.079)

NL: KITLV(M ss 100 N+)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.64 S58F)

US: CU(Kroch DS501 .O37+ no.35)

HU(Widener Ind 8300.105 no.35) LC & UCR(Rivera)

& UCSD(SSH DS501 .P3 v.35)

Fytche, Albert <1820-1892>

Burma and the Burmese


Fytche, Albert <1820-1892> Burma and the Burmese

-TRAGER, Frank Newton

→Burma and the Burmese


GB: BL(OPL-RR)*

ditto. : in continuation of C. 1422, presented April 1876. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty, 1876. – London : Harrison, 1876. 50 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;] C. 1605) – At head of title: China, no. 4 (1876). Parl. pap. 1876, LXXXII, 505

GB: BL(OPL-RR)*


GB: BL(OPL-RR)*

US: WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize DS529.7 P37 1852)

Microfiche 92.382-384

SOAS(L.GB 945/156.358 ; 156.357)*

J: TYB(XII-25-E-24)

US: WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize DS529.7 P37 1852)

Further correspondence respecting the affairs of Burmah : printed for the use of the Foreign Office. – [London]

1. January to June 1886. – 1887. X, 175 p. – Confidential (5381)

2. July to December 1886. – 1887. V, 75 p., map. – Confidential (5480)

3. July to December 1886. – 1887. V, 75 p., map. – Confidential (5699)

4. 1887. – 1888. III, 52 p., map. Confidential (5699)

5. 1888. – 1889. IV, 83 p., map. – Confidential (5775)

GB: BL(BP 24(8))*


Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government - Congresses

AU: ANU(Menzies JQ443 1974.F87)

D: B-SBB(4° Ser.16 688-35 Haus 2)

GB: BL-DSS(6396.93 v.35) BL-APAC(V 19305)

LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; folio FJF(5)/F82, Special)

SAS((591):308 ; (5-12):308 Box Ohio)

SOAS(L.GB 320/323.079)

NL: KITLV(M ss 100 N+)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.64 S58F)

US: CU(Kroch DS501 .O37+ no.35)

HU(Widener Ind 8300.105 no.35) LC & UCR(Rivera)

& UCSD(SSH DS501 .P3 v.35)

MnU(TC Wilson Ames Quarto)

NIU(SEA DS485.B892 F866X)

UCSD( Shields DS503.4 .P36 no.35)

UCLA(YRL DS501 P197 no.35)

UCSD(SSH DS501 .P3 v.35)

Fytche, Albert <1820-1892>

Burma and the Burmese


1. – XIV, 355 p.

2. – VIII, 348 p., 7 app., fold. map.
Memorandum on four years’ administration of British Burma, 1867-1871 by Major General A. Fytche ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1871. [2], 47, [1], IX p.
Subject(s): Great Britain: Colonies - Administration Burma: Politics and government

Official narrative of and papers connected with the expedition to explore the trade routes to China via Bhamo

Grabroon: Gordon, Robert

Report on the administration of the Province of British Burma for the year 1866-67

Burma

Trade routes from Bhamo to Yunnan through the Chinese Shan states

Gordon, Robert